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COMBINE HARVESTER, W urzele
SILLY LOVE SONGS, Wings
NO CHARGE. J. J. Barrie

3

13

ILTop

FERNANDO,Abbe

1

Epic

4

Pye

5
0
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YOU TO ME ARE EVERYTHING. The Real Thing
MY RESISTANCE IS LOW. Robin Serstedt
FOOL TO CRY, Rolling Stones
LET YOUR LOVE FLOW, Bellamy Bros
THIS IS IT, Melba Moore

3

7

0
9
10

CBS

YQAtMeti/
5
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M

I

I

Buddah
Philadelphia
Private Stock
Route
Vertigo
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32

37

Philadelphia
GTO
27
Pinnack
43
DAWN. Flintlock
3
Spark 4
50 SOLD MY SOUL FOR ROCK AND ROLL, Linda 6 The,Funky Boye
Pye S
3(' I'LL GO WERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME. Jimmy James
e
CBS
28
LOVE ME LIKE A LOVER. Tina Charles
8
Chariy
OF
THE
PACK,
Shangri
48
LEADER
Las
e
OTO
10
44 COULD IT BE MAGIC, Donne Summer
Bronze
49 DANCE THE BODY MUSIC, Osibba
Polydor
46
PARTY TIME, Fatback Bend
Contempt)
LEADER OF THE PACK. Shangr Les
State
47 THE TWO OF US, Mac Fr Kittle Kb'oon

42
43

44
46
48
48

-

49
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RCA
Bell

..
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2

2

3

3

4

4
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6

6

7
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B

9

STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT.
PAINT IT BLACK,

WILDTHING.
SORROW.

MONDAY, MONDAY,
PROMISES.
WHEN A MAN LOVES A WOMAN.
DON
BRING ME DOWN.
SLOOP JOHN B.
WHAT'DI SAY,

Maloo

LOVE HANGOVER, Deans Ras
HAPPY DAY\nSA McClain

W

10

FOOL TOCRY.

11

11

12

7

RHIANNON Fleetwood Mac
WELCOME SACK John SMARMS

13

23
14

17

IA
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

rLL

IS
19
20
22
24
37
12
30
31
13

SE GOOD TO YOU, 6

mean Johann

SURRENDER.
RUNAWAY.
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW,
THE FRIGH"ENED CITY.
MORE. THAN I CAN'SAY.
BUT DO,
HA%E A DRINK ON ME.
HALFWAY TO PARADISE.
BLUE MOON.

I

2
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4

3
9
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S
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LOVE IN THE

32

46

YOU'RE MY

33

26
34

35

43

SNOW ME TIE WAY, P.MrP runnier/
THATS WHF RE THE HAPPY PEOPLE 00, Trsrnnwc
TODAY'S THE DAY. A ono do

39

43

LET HER IN John

37

45

TEAR

35
39
40

44
41
60

LOVE LETTER 8 ayCly

43
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25

45

47

46

49
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44

YR YES YES 8 Carer
OMEN TONE, Don Harrison Bend

45

35

ITS OVER So.
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CRAZE ON YOU.
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Midland Inanadoral
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TIE ROOF OFF 114E SUCKER Parliament
MAKING DIR DREAMS COME TRUE CYnd O ram
DANCE WIT ME Raba F..t ring ChMM K Hen
I'M EASY, K We, Carr. W.
TURN THE BEAT ROUND, Vadd S.Robinson

400kno
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ABC
ABC
RCA
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SAVE YOUR KISSESF OR ME Brotherhood OIMen

MAMMA MLA,
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STANGE MAGIC, ElaMcl Milt Or
TINNING OF YOU. Per Davis
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HEARTS RUN FREE.
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THIS IS IT, Melba Moore
MORE. MORE, MORE. Andrea True Connection
LET YOUR LOVE FLOW. Bellamy Brothers
GET UP AND 80001E, Silver Convention
SILLY LOVE SONGS, Petri McCartney b Wings
CAN'T HELP FALLING IN LOVE, Stylistics
YOU'RE MY EVERYTHING. Lee Garrett
SOUL CITY WALKING, Archie Bell lb The Drell
1 HE FLASHER, Mature with Lloyd Mitchell*
I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME. Jimmy James
YOUNG HEARTS RUN FREE, Quid( Staton
PARTY TIME. Fatback Band
LOVE ME LIKE A LOVER. Tina Chafes
LOVE HANGOVER, Diana Ross
JUNGLE ROCK. Hank Mizell
THATS WHERE THE HAPPY PEOPLE GO, Tremmpa
MY RESISTANCE IS LOW, Robin Staretedt
SHAKE IT DOWN, Mud
LETS STICK TOGETHER. Bryan Fiery
YOU TO ME ARE EVERYTHING, Reel Thing

K -T el

Mercury
Dacca
Victor
Casablanca
Mercury

FABULOUS, Stylistics
Avco
TOO OLD TO ROCK 'N' ROLL, Jethro Tull
Chrysalis
STATION TO STATION, David Bowie
RCA
TUBULAR BELLS. Mike Oldneld
Virgin
I WANT YOU, Mervin Gays
Timis Motown
ALL AMERICAN ALIEN BOY. Dan Hunter
THE VERY BEST OF ROGERW HITTAKER, Roger Whittaker
EMI
RASTAMAN VIBRATION. Bob Marley and the Wailers
Island
PATRICK MORAZ, Patrick Monz
Charisma
LOVE AND KISSES FROM BROTHERHOOD'OF MAN,
Pye
COME ON OVER. Olivia Newton John
EMI
NO EARTHLY CONNECTION, Rick Wakeman
ABM

-

9

-

14
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18

I'LL BE GOODTO

2

YOU,

Brothers Johnson
Natalie Cole
Isley Brothers
Candl Staton
Manhattans
Parliament
Marvin Gaye
Aretha Franklin
Diana Ross
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4
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BUCK AND OWE, RoianaS~
WIPIjS AT THE SPEC OF SOUND
13_ FRAMPTON COMES ALIVE, Pon, F rem174.9
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PRESENCE, Led LPWIn
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DIANA ROSS
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ROCKS,Asromlp,
FLEETWOOD MAC
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HIDEAWAY Amdahl.
RASTAMAN vie RATION Bob Mariaya
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SILVERCONVENTION
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STRUTTIN MY STU TT. Elvrelhop
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YOU CANT ARGUE WITH A DM MIND, Jas Wauh
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WINGS OF LOVE Tampa/dons
DESTROYER,Eta.
TIE °REAP/ WEAVER 0wyWri/II
FLY

LEE AN EAGLE, Sane MKkr Send

JAILBREAK Thin Dior
LIVE BULLET, Bob Sapo& Tin SIher Butottsrd
GET CLOSER Sala Cron.
WEDDING ALBUM Lions Mari Ruud

HISTORY- AMERICA'S GREATEST 11rTS Aorta
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DARYL HALL& JOHN OATES
THEIR GREATEST NITS 11171.1976, Easks

30

37

Mat
Teme.

Columbia

TOO OLD TO ROCK 'N ROLL TOO YOUNG TO DIE, JMhroTull
HARVESTF OR THE WORLD, Ian, Bra

39

36

IMNp

cawe.se

LOOK OUT FOR No 1.BrolhsnJohnaon
I WANT YOU. MarvinOeie

29

35

Warn.Sras

TeeW errs
MOTHER SHIP CONNECTION PenMmenl

STEPPIN OUT. Nell Saddle
BRASS CONSTRUCTION
A LOVE TRILOGY, Dena Summer

34

lnanM)ajR

MERE ANO THERE, ERonJobn

4
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UK DimaTop 20
1

AIIM
Warner Brae

ROLLED. GOLD, Rolling Stones
THE BEST OF JOHN DENVER, John Denver
DESTROYER, Kiss
_.
HOW DARE YOU. 10 cc
REACH FOR THE SKY, Sutherland Brother, Et Quiver
CBS
SOME OF ME POEMS AND SONGS, Pam Ayres
Galaxy
HERE AND THERE, LIVE IN LONDON,ANDNEW YORK. Elton John
DJM
DESIRE, Bob Dylan
CBS
HOT
HAMILTONS
SHOTS, Various
Warwick
LOVE, LIFE AND FEELINGS, Shirley Bushey
United Artists
SIMON ÁND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS. Simon end Garfunkel CBS
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON. PInk Floyd
Harvest
A TRICK OF THE TAIL, Genesis
Charlene
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS, Ehon John
DJM

34

.

ABM
Swan Song
Island
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0

1
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24

RCA

Buddah
Polydor
Topaz*
ABC
Tamla Motown
Asylum
Vertigo

-

43

SOPHISTICATED LADY,'
WHO LOVES YOU BETTER (Part 1),
4
YOUNG HEARTS RUN FREE,
5
5
KISS AND SAY GOODBYE,
0
8
TEAR THE ROOF OFF THE SUCKER,
7
3 I WANT YOU,
8 SO
SOMETHING HE CAN FEEL,
9
7
LOVE HANGOVER.
10 10 OPEN.
Smokey Robinson
II 14 YES. YES, YES.
Bill Cosby
12
12
THAT'S WHERE THE HAPPY PEOPLE GO.
Trammps
19
9
DANCE WIT ME.
Rufus Featuring Chaka Khan
14
19 GET UP AND BOOGIE,
Silver Convention
Little MIItºn
16
IB FRIEND OF MINE,
Al Green
1e
17
LET IT SHINE.
23 FOXY LADY,
17
Crown Heights Altair
is 33 HEAVEN MUST BE MISSING AN ANGEL.
Tavares
25 STROKIN (Pt. 11).
Leon Haywood
I9
20 26 THE LONELY ONE.
Special Delivery Featuring Terry Huff
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Rodut
(Isidro

Nall Seake
SHOWS
AD

23

43

Wad Sorb

Warner Bras

11

42
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19

22

41

Billy Fury
The Marcel.
Jerry Lee Lewis

YOUNG HEARTS RUN FREE.
Candl Staton
Melba Moore
THIS 15 IT,
N 7E TI/IIIES,
The Moments
LIRi MAKE A BABY,
B HIy Paul
TRAIN TO GEORGIJA Wady. KnWht II TM Pipe
kaVY-INIK
vER,
flans Roes
SOUL CITY WALK.
Archie Bell Et The Dwells
MISTY BLUE,
Dorothy Moore
YOU'RE EVERYTHING,
Lee Garrett
TURN THE BEAT AROUND.
Vicky Sue -Robinson
THE FLASHER,
Mature
A FIFTH OF BEETHOVEN.
Welter Murphy
PARTY TIME,
The Fatback Band
I'M YOUR PUPPET,
James Er Bobby Purify
YOU TO ME ARE EVERYTHING.
The Real Thing
LIVING FOR THE WEEKEND,
The O'Jays
MORE MORE MORE,
Andres True Connection
DISCO LADY,
Johnny Taylor
COULD IT BE MAGIC,
Donna Summer
TIME,
Edwin Starr

Capital

Adm.

21

49

rkea Stock

Unled Arkeb

17

46

-

Columbia

Memo

19

20

35

Clarence Frogman Henry
Lonnie Donegan

UKSoulTop20
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EST FRIEND Queen

15

THEIR GREATEST HITS 1971-75. The Eagles
RED CARD. Streetwalker
BREAKAWAY. Gálleghe'r and Lyle
PRESENCE. Led Zeppelin
ROCK FOLLIES, Rock Follies,
CRY TOUGH. Nib Lofgren
WHO LOVES YOU, Four Seasons._ ,
JUKE BOX JIVE, Various
FLY LIKE AN EAGLE, Steve Miller Band

40

The Shadows
Bobby Yee

ARC

GETCLOER Balsa Coda

20

18

13

39

Add.

ReIln

17

K -Tel

AIIM

-

Del Shannon

Anne

Mil! TO err 114( FEELING AGAIN asrry MaHbw

--

8

38

Tamla

31

In

Untied

12

16

7

Elvis Presley
Shirley Ramsey

WIIAT'DI SAY,

8

Parlophone
EMI
Rolling Stones

16

6

36

Warner Bras
Warns, Bras

G aye

30

1113(.1.

The Beach Boys
Jerry Lee Lewis

Warwick

5

14

6

37

20

MN

HEVEROONNA FALL IN LOVE AGAIN, Erk Carmen
BARETTA'S THEME. whim, HHSIbpI
KISS AND SAY GO009YE Manisi tam.
FOOLED AROUND AND FELL IN LOVE Elvin Bkhoe
TAXI THE MONEY AND SUN Skin Miller Bard
MOONLIGHT FEELS RIGHT. Sbraldl
AFTERNOON DELIGHT, SSMand Vow I 5.rd
DE DOTS ARE BACK IN TOWN Thin Lira
RIGHT BAs( WHERE WE STARTED FROM, MariaNlpAnple

ROM AND

PercyBledge
The Animals

Capad

TAKINITTOTHE STREETS Dann Broften
MOVIN', arm Cc. Auction
Marvin

The Troggs
The Mersey'
The Mamas and Papas
Ken Dodd

YEARS AGO

15

18
19

~or/

15
29
17
34

42

Buddak

Ming Snow
earner/ Reprke

27

41

AA M

R

32

29

RCA

BOOGIE FEVER, ayhera
Lon IS ALIVE Derr W dhIe

I WANT YOU

Mom/
wow %Mr
Lessons

Rdnn85tonn

26
14

Ly
cesio'
torsi

10

21

r

M 'Oland Inane

13

II

r.

011Y LOVE somas Winds

9

16

t

Frank Sinatra
The Rolling Stones

'I

Epic

GITU AND 414001,S9wrCon.nnen
MITI SLUE, Donal Moan
SHANNON Hanr2Gr...
SARA SMILE, Daryl HalIL
Om 0.4..
SHOP AROUND CaptalnL Tannin.
MOR. MOUE, 1101E Andrea True Comedian

14

i

The Roiling Stones

Epic

WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD, Johnny Nash
I PONT W ANNA PLAY HOUSE, Tammy W ricotta

Aix

Nell Diamond
The Elgin.
Free
Mungo Jerry
Tamml Lynn
Blue Mink

BROWN SUGAR,

-

47

ISAID,

HEAVEN MUST HAVE SENT YOU,
91Y BROTHER JAKE,
LADY ROSE.
I'M GONNA RUN AWAY FROM YOU.
THE BANNER MAN.

5

I

33

41

IAM...

Dawn
Tony Christie
R Dean Taylor

to YEARS AGO

Philips
Chrysalis
Charly
Bell

20th Century
Magnet
island

KNOCK THREE TIMES.
I DID WHAT I DID FOR MARIA.
INDIANA WANTS ME,

-

8
9
10

Ch1AhtA

YEARS AGO

2

7

v

3

INSTRUMENTAL GOLD. Instrumental Gold
WINGS AT THE SPEED OF SOUND, Wings
8
I'M NEARLY FAMOUS, Cliff Richard
8
BLACK AND BLUE, Rolling Stones
4
HIT MACHINE. Various
13 .FRAMPTON COMES ALIVE, Peter Frampton
CHANGESONEBOWIE, David Bowie
9
THE BEST OF GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS.
60 RAINBOW RISING, Bleckmore Rainbow
A TOUCH OF COUNTRY, Original Artists
7
16
ROYAL SCAM, Steely Dan
16 DIANA ROSS. Diana Roes

3

4

12

36

40

RCA

11

36

39

Epic

LIVE IN LONDON, John Denver

EMI

-

38

GREATEST HITS, Abbe

2

Rive

AB M
RCA

LET'S STICK TOGETHER, Bryan Ferry
TVC 15, Bowie
TROCADERO, Showaddyweddy
LETS MAKE A BABY, Billy Paul
S. S. S. SINGLE BED, Fox

1

2

10

Temla Motown
Polydor

A

1

9

Buddah

34

30

RECALL A GYPSY WOMAN, Don Williams
ABC
TURN THE BEAT AROUND, Vicki Sue Robinson
RCA
DON'T MAKE PROMISES, G. Band
BELL
MISTY BLUE, Dorothy Moore
CONTEMPO
SUNDAY, Buster
RCA
THE BOSTON TEA PARTY, Sensational Alex Harvey Band
MOUNTAIN
SHE'S NO ANGEL, Heavy Metal Kids
RAK
TUBULAR BELLS, Champs Boys
PHD-IPS
OVERNIGHT SENSATION, Raspberries
CAPITOL
TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN, Steve Miller Band PHILIPS
I

2

Dacca
Roiling Stones
Warner Bros
Buddah

ARMS OF MARY, Sutherland Bros/Quiver
MIDNIGHT TRAIN TO GEORGIA, Gladys Knight Et The Pips
DEVIL WOMAN, Cliff Rlcherd
TONIGHTS THE NIGHT, Rod Stewart.
LOVE HANGOVER. Diana Ross
YOU JUST MIGHT SEE ME CRY. Our Kid
SHOW ME THE WAY, Peter Frampton
JOLENE, Dolly Parton
I'M YOUR PUPPET, James end Bobby Purify
HEART ON MY SLEEVE, Gallagher and'Lyle
MORE MORE MORE. Andrea True Connection
SOUL CITY WALK, Archie Bell and The Drell
SHAKE IT DOWN, Mud
THE FLASHER, Mixture With Lloyd Michels
THE BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN, Thin Llzzy
SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR ME, Brotherhood Of Men
YOUNG HEARTS RUN FREE, Candl Staton
THE WANDERER. Dion
YOU'RE MY EVERYTHING. Lee Garret
JUNGLE ROCK. Hank Mizell
REQUIEM, Silk
SILVER STAR, Four Seasons
THE CONTINENTAL, Maureen McGovern
GET UP AND BOOGIE, Silver Convention

B ' ' h/Top 50 Albums

StawBnvakeu,

EMI
EMI
Power Exchange

I EMPRESS
dpr,

Asset
moron

earevsr
LblunSM

Couw

US DiacaTop20
Buddah
Pys
W emer Bros
Magnet
EMI

1

2

-

Avco
Chrysalis
Philadelphia
Route
Pisa

3

RemSM
BBC CIwtt

4
5
8

7
8

9

10

Warner Broa

11

Polydor
CBS

12

Tamla Motown
Chatty'
Atlantic
Dacca
Private Stock
Island
Pye

13
14

Supplied by British Market Research
Bureau / Music Week
US chart supplied by Billboard
UK Soul Singles by Blues S Soul
UK Disco Chart complied from r4ation.wide DJ returns

15
16

17
18

19
20

WHERE THE HAPPY PEOPLE GO, The Trammps
TEN PER CENT, Double Exposure
LET YOUR HEART DO THE WALKING. The Supreme*
LOVE TRILOGY, Donna Summer
I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSE TAKES ME. Jimmy Jemes
LOVE CHANT. Eire Second Coming
NICE Er SLOW. Jesse Green

LOVE HANGOVER, Diane Roes
CATHEDRALS. D. C. Larva

Atlantic
5 about

Motown
Pye

Sliver Blue
Scepter

Motown

Pyramid
IWdland International
TAKE A LITTLE. Liquid Pleasure
Atlanta
LIPSTICK, Michel Polnersff
Atoo
DESPERATELY. Barraba,
Gash
TROUBLE MAKER/LOVE POWER. Roberta Kelly
..too
GIVE A BROKEN HEART A BREAK. Damon Herne B Impact
Dash
GET OFF YOUR AHHHI AND DANCE, Foxy
Columbia
CAN'T STOP GROOVIN', ST Express
Warner/Spar
SOUL MAN. CALHOUN
Midland International
SAN FRANCISCO HUSTLE. Silver Convention
T Neck
PEOPLE OF TODAY. Islay Brothers
Plc
RAIN FOREST. Biddu Orchestra
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NEWS

EDITOR: ROSALIND RUSSELL

Christmas

Queen's next

'Best Friend'
QUEEN MAY have lo Number Two on the
bring out 'You're My Best London Capital Radio
Friend' as their next playllst and them Is
single. The band were not growing pressure for Its
happy with the Idea, as It 'release as a single.

would mean bringing
another track from the
'Night Al The Opera'
album.
However, the track Is

DIESEL
STATUS Quo drummer John Coghlan's
band have withdrawn from Saturday's Uriah Heep
concert at Wembley Empire Pool, beause of a "billing
dispute".
The Pretty Things will take their place. Support
band for the other Heep tour dates, Ipswich Gaumonr
Theatre (10), Newcastle City Hall (9), will be

-

Widowmak er.

1

Single set

for Dana
DANA IS currently in the
studios recording a new

single which should be out
at the end of July. Her
dates for this month
include: Hereford Crystal
Rooms (9-12), Watford

Baileys (13-19) and

Skegness Sands Show Bar

f'

DANA:

instudios

/

the go-ahead by a Government working
parts set up to establish if they should
be allowed to continue In their present
form. The h'sUval that started off the
row was the Windsor Free Festival In

where 220 arrests were made.
Many fans had been hoping the
report, made by the Department of the
Environment, would say that a
permanent site should be set up, but this
was not so. However, It seems likely
that money will be made available from
public funds to help the festivals run
smoothly. The report also hints that

Meanwhile, the band are
winding up their series of
'Who Put The Boot In'
concerts. The last is on

d'

Saturday at Swansea.

ti

IOC

si
THE WHO:

transport facilities laid on

ELTON/

WAILERS-BACK

ALL

figures given by the police and the
Ministry of Defence as their costs
during the Watchfield Festival were

exaggerated.

The report has taken into

consideration similar events run In
other countries and hopes they can be
used as guidelines for British concerts.
London's Hampstead Heath has
definitely been ruled out as a site for the
Free Festival this year as facilities are
not suitable. Meanwhile. Surrey
University in Guildford, Is giving a free
outdoor concert on July 3

Hotrods on
the road

DUET

yet hen not been
recorded.

Elton hen

repdng

to fly off to
a

nd

Magdalen College (25),
London Dingwall. (28),

Lancaster University (28)
and Plymouth Fiesta
(30).

Leicester University (16),
Middlesborough Town
Hall (17), Nottingham
Poly (18), Dudley JB's
(19), London Nashville
Rooms (20), Hull Tlffanys
(21), Oxford University

Pavilion (17),

(rent of 87.000 people. The band's single and album are
'Silly Love
both at he top of the charts In the States
Songs' and 'Wings At The Speed Of Sound'.

-

Lizzy

Clee-

which

they will record
later this Summer. A
British tour will follow In

the late Autumn.

in

Itel.inkl lo attend
Tooth II match.

EDDIE AND The Hotrods
They continue at:
begin a 21 date British Penzance Winter Gartour on June 12 at London dens (July 1), Chelsea
University College to Football Club Private
promote their new single Eye Benefit (8): London
'Wooly Bully' which hap Marquee (9), Burton 78
Just been released.
Club (18), Hastings Pier

Other dates are:

Fans who hold genuine
tickets for Charlton, but
were unable toget into the
ground, can take them
back to Harvey Goldsmith at 7 Welbeck Street,
London WI (basement)
and either get a refund or
get details of the coach
trip to Swansea. The Who
are laying on coach
facilities .for fans. with
Charlton Uckets to lake arrives at approximately
them to Swansea and 2 am. There will be a
back, with light refresh- buffet caron the train.

WINGS PLAY to their biggest audience on their
American tour this week when they appear aCSeaWe in

ELTON JOHN'S nest
single is laely to be a
duet withxal Dee. The
single he. been planned
for Home time, bat en
been on holiday

menta thrown tn.
The promoter has also
made a special deal with
British rail to get reduced
rail fares to the Swansea
gig. People who have
Uckets for the concert will
he able to buy a return
rail ticket for £3.60
instead of the normal
price of £8.
The train leaves Paddington at 8.66 am and
arrives in Swansea at 12
pm. On the return
Journey, the train leaves
Swansea at U pm and

Seattle sell-out

KIKI

5,

FREE FOR

FREE POP Festivale have been given

1974,

I.

BOB MARLEY and the Wailers have a new single out
on June 15 titled 'loots Rock' Reggae'. This coincides
with their five dates at the London Hammersmith
Odeon. The single is already a hit in America.
The band had Intended cancelling their show at
Wolverhampton, to give them more time to
prepare for the Cardiff Nlnlan Park gig on June
19, but they have decided to keep it in after alL

a

are keen to do the concerts, but they first
have to undertake tours of Australia, Japan
and possibly South America
Pete Townshend Is currently working on
material for the next Who album and Moon
and Daltrey arc planning their solo albums.
Daltrey is also considering the idea of
playing the part of the convicted criminal
John McVlcar in his next Alm.

i

TO THE ROOTS

é

(21.28).

She then starts rehearsals for a six week season
at the Margate Winter
Gardens.

THE WIIO are considering the possibility of
more British gigs at Christmas. The band

,

The band are currently
on holiday, before going
back into the studios for
more recording.

Diesel
duck out
-

tour

lifted

DOLLY DOES

THIN LIZZY'S Phil

Lynott has had his bases
guitar stolen: The theft
happened after a gig in
Los Angeles and his
London office had to fly a
replacement guitar out
immediately.
The band return to
Britain at the beginning

IT IN JULY
DOLLY PARTON has a
new album out on July 23.
titled 'AU I Can Do.' It

of

was recorded in Nash
vine. There to a chance
[oily will come back to
Britain to promote her
single 'Jolene', If her

material for a new album

be altered.

July. They are
presently working on

-

schedule in the States can

thorpes Winter Gardens
(23), London Nashville

CHOCOLATE MAN

(30).

THE NEW Hot Chocolate single released this Friday
(June 11) Is not 'Heaven Is In The Back Seat Of My
Cadillac' as they originally Intended. Instead 41 will be
'Man To Man', the title track from their new album
which Is due for release next month.

Rooms (23), Bristol
Granary (24), Derby
Cleopatras (29) and
Scarborough Penthouse

EVERYBODY 'PLAYS THE ¶OOL
Typically Tropical ..,_

y

GONE `BUT NOT TORGOT7N

Cissy Stone .,_

óEccn

4
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Berne Romans has a new
maxi single out on June

01.007 64.11
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NEWS

titled 'Excerpts

The Rotas nos
Phenomenal,' containing four tracks. It
coincides with a BBC

From

EDITOR: RO.S.ALINDRUSSELL

TV

BRITISH TOUR

cone from Edinburgh,
have a new single
coming up, but no title
has been chosen as yet.

Stadium (31). Manchester Middleton Civic Hall
(August 5) and Newcastle
Mayfair Ballroom (e).
Their first album for
RAK, produced by Mlckle
Most, is currently being
finished and will be ready
for release In lime for the
tour. Their follow up
single to 'She's No Angel'
Is ready and awaiting a

Three other bands are to be announced. The concert
will begin at 5 pm.

release date.

Gibbons

Flyer's
dates FLY

for four

this weekend at Croydon

Fairfield Halls (13).

Gardens, Cleethorpes"
(10), Club Lafayette,

KURSAAL FLYERS

(12).
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Eddie Fitzgerald

grounds and different
musical directions. There
were personality clashes
and rubbish like that, so I

their British tour on
June 23 at the Cardift

Top Rank. They have a
new album out on.June
19 Utled 'Daddy Roiling
Stone'. It's from their
new single out on Jame
19 titled Daddy Rolling
that several of their
gigs will be reca'ded for
possible future use an a
live album.
Virgin Records have
signed two new reggae
artists to the label.
They are Delray Washington and Johnny
Clarke. Both have
albums out shortly.
Washington's, titled 7 Sus', Is out August 13.
and Clarke's, 'Rocker.'
Time Now', is out July
23.

Automatic Mali and Soft Machine will appear m a one
off concert at the Landon Hammersmith Palate on
June 27. This will be Soft Machine's first London
show mince they played with Pink Floyd at the
Rainbow over two years ago. Soft Machine have an
album out an June 26 titled 'Sorts'.
Sutherland Brothers And Quiver, currently high in the
singles chart with 'Arms of Mary' go into the studios
on June 15 to record a new album. As yet untitled, It
is due for release In September. Meanwhile a new
single from their last album, 'Reach For The Sky'
called 'When The Train Comes' will be released on
July 2.

Curblsbley, manager of the Who, has been
announced as new European manager to American
band the OuUaws. The band's dates 1n Ud. country
with Little Feat have all sold out. They have at single
out on June 11 titled 'Breaker Breaker'. It's from
their 'Lady In Waiting' album. There are plans for
the band to make a headlining tour of Britain later
this year.

BU1

got this new band
together."

Ohio show
Muscle

Freddy Fender plays a concert this Sunday (June
at the New Victoria Theatre, Lndon,

THE OHIO Players have
named their support act
for the British dates.
They are Birmingham

Woody phoned Record
Mirror last week In say
why he had decided to
start his own band: "We
got the Spiders back
together again, but I 'left
before the album was
released," he told us.

band Muscles and they
have a single out this

month

Strut'

titled 'Jungle

The tour opens at
Brighton Top Rank on

June l8.

18.

Ablra's'Greatest Hits' album has gale Platinum lees
than two months after release.
Gael Perkins, who wrote 'Blue Suede Shoes', is being
lined up ftr a short British tour in November.

Osibisa's body music album

Sarstedt

can't
resist

ready for release by the
end of September.
To coincide, a British
tour will be arranged,
Mowed by a European
tour. The band plan to

dil
y
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OSIBISA: British tow being arranged

visit the States to promote
their album. 'Welcome
Home' and their single
'Sunshine Day', both of
which are In the charts

:

1

I

USA

ROBIN SARSTEDT, Currently in the charts with
his single 'My Resistan
la Low', is to go to the
States to promote the
song. He has no plans for

J

-.r.-P/1
N

13)

Danny And The Junior.' claselc sotg..'At The Hop',
first a hit In 1958, is being re-released this Friday
(June 11).
The soundtrack of the film 'Ieadbelly', about the
famous black blues player, Is to be released on June

OSIBISA ARE. currenUy
recording a new album.
The title will be the same
as their new single
'Dance The Body Music'.
The album should be

Peter Wilkinson

Alan Donaldson

with different back-

Woody and Mick Ronam.

ADVERTISEMENT DIRECTOR

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER

"We were lust four guys

Beek (keyboards),

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Mike Sharman

Tel: 01407 6411

are here !

WOOD-

Wolverhampton (1t),
Cranfleld Institute of
Technology, Bedford

few concerts, beginning

ASSISTANT EDITOR

Man'.

added an extra date to

of holiday AUTOMATIC MAN

-

Up periscope

Laurie Burnett (guitar)
and- Phil Murray (vocals). Burnett used to play
in a local band with

producer Mike Batt.
Before they go into the
studios, they will play a

RECORD

-

HEAVY METAL KIDS: Summer tour

resorts

MANSEY, ex keyboards
man with the Spiders
From Mars, has formed
his own band, U Boat.
They have been rehearsing for four months and a
tour is being arranged by
promoter Mel Bush
Line up of the band Is:
Phil Plant (bass), Frank le Marshall, ex -Jeff Belf

Summer recording with

and

pears at. the London
New Victoria on June 11
the same date as the

y

THE STEVE GIBBONS
BAND play their first
London date since their
return from The Who /
Peter Frampton USA
dales, at The Marquee on
Sunday, June 13. This
coincides with the release
of their new single
'Johnny Cool.'
Other dates are Winter

the

(18), Oxford

release of his album
'Shadow Of A Thin

London Roundhouse
(July 11), Liverpool

Showground

Jesus College (19)
Oxford Poly (26).

has gone silver.
Alexander Robertson Is a
new signing to the
Arista label. He ap-

(18),
Spa

and Ilkley Town
Hall (25).
In addition to the resort
gigs, the band will play
four other British concerts. They are at the

BAND headline a concert at the Three Counties
Showground in Malvern on June 26. Also appearing
are Frankle Miller's Full House and Medicine Head,

Other dates are: Cambridge Emannuel College
(15). Ipswich torn Ex-

Love To lave' has gone
gold in Canada.

David Essex' album.
'David Essex On Tour'

(21),

G

change

Pavilion

Bridlington Royal

worked ¡shalt ale comedy duo.
lie opens at Si Albans Qty Hall on June 18._The tour
renames al: Corby Festival Hall (17), Clacton Princes
Theatre (19), GI Yarmouth Wellington Pier (20),
Portsmouth Guildhall (21), Chatham Central Hall (22),
Sheffield City (fall (24). Leeds Town Hall (25) and
Malvern Festival Theatre (2e).

THE KURSAAL
ERS will spend

Tina Charles' single 'I

10.

Other dates are: Yeovil
Johonson Hall (15), Barre
staple Queens Hall (16).
Truro Plaza Theatre (17),
Torquay

Streetwalkers have

Cale Jacques has signed
to CBS. The band, who

Royal Ballet Big

I.Ildir

Preston Pipers (14).

Strode Theatre (18),
Torrington The Plough
(19), Middlesborough
Little Theatre (24) and
Bedford Mender College (July 1).

resorts which opens
at the Plymouth

J. J. BARRIE: Under his own name.
JJ BARRIE, currently high In the singles charts with
'No Charge', is to play his first Brattish tour this month,
under the marine N J .1 Barrie. Ile has made
appearances under a stage name In the past and for
several year, was Blue Mink's manager. Ile has also

DEMIS ROUSSOS

Birmingham Barbarellas (15), Street

holiday

Top on July

/

Plymouth Woods.
(June 9), Yeovil Johnsen Hall (10), Bishops
Stortford Hockerill College (11), Norwich
University (12). Kendal

Arts Centre (13),

THE HEAVY Metal
Kids are to headline
an open air concert
at the Douglas Lido
on the Isle of Man on
August 22. This will
be the climax to
their Sumner tour

of the

'

y

dates Include:
Club

SEASIDE

o

G Band

special being

screened this Thursday.
Deal School's current

JJ's FIRST

THE

1976

I

i

any live Britlah appear'
ances, but has been
writing material for s
new album writ& should
be ready for release 57
the end of the summer.

JEFFE SON STARSHIP

may play six nlgbts el"
the Grateful Dead
Wembley Pool within Uu
next few month..

r
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Hollywood

Up -staged
Eagles

'rase

THE. EAGLES' manager, Iry Azoff, was the subject of
some clever staging rat a talent forum In Beverly 1lllls
last Wednesday (June 9) Azoff was chairing a panel
discussion when he turned to Richard Romanello, head
of American Music Productions. Ronranello
"Turn around, Irv. She's got somethidg for you." said,
Arnfl looked to his left and was promptly served with
a subpoena by a young blonde. "I'm suing
you for a
million bucks, A roll," Romanello shouted to the crowd.
"I'll see you in court."

t

itomanetio Is suing Arvff, the individual members of
the Eagles and Front Line Management because the
group allegedly did not appear at a concert in Maine
they were scheduled to headline.

ne_er

Romanello had to
placate 12,000 persons
who showed for the
'concert after buying

tickets to see The Eagles
and learned Poco would
be the headliner instead.
The topic of Azoff's
panel discussion: "Work Mg Together Better
Overcoming_ the Obstacles to Co-operation in
the Talent Business."

-

*

Llzty, who were in Los
Angeles for their Santa
Monica Civic gig the

following evening.
The Runaways, who
might be described as
Suet Quatro meets The
Shangri-Las, played most
of the cuts from their new
album for the audience,

including 'American
Nights,' 'Cherry Bomb'
and 'Secrets.'

* *

DIANA ROSS has set

a

new record. With 'Love
Hangover' reaching the
number one position in
the US singles chart, she
is the only female vocalist
to have four number one

singles in the history of
the Hut 100. Added to the
impressive feat of 12
number one songs with
the Supremes, Diana's

voice Is featured on

sixteen number one
songs, a record surpassed
only by Elvis Presley.

*

yo -

* *

THE RUNAWAYS, the
Southern California teen
queens, were the opening
act for The Tubes' show at
the Shrine Auditorium.
and last week gave a
special performance to
members of the music
Industry at the same
Talent Forum where Iry
Azoff had his good
fortune.
Attending the perform.
anee at the Beverly Hilton
were group mentor Kim
Fowley, local celebrity
Rodney Biggenheimer
and members of Thin

*

b

* *

ELTON JOHN: resting?

New York

0'O..:

Elton's
surprise
concert
WITHIN

a

while of

very

short

radio

a

announcement regarding
Elton aohn's appearance

at Madison Square
Garden,

thousands of
fans began standing on
I lne (they don't use the
verb

THE LIGHT glints off the finger board of the
shiny red Vox guitar, as the front row musicians
swing to and fro in a continuous wave movement,
while the drummer concentrates on his hi -hat and

"to queue" over

here) and

ended up
staying the night.
The tour came as a
surprise as most people
thought he would rest up
after his English tour
. , on the other hand it Is
,a perfect time to come to
America and help celebrate the bicentennial,
and take the money back
where It's needed to the
mother country.

*

snare.

the

the

at the sides, discussing the
week's crises, eyking the
talent or just smoking a
Woodbine or two in the bar,
washed down with lukewarm
brown ale.
The MC is a bit of a flash
geezer, smart jacket with a
red collar, looking like a
refugee from a holiday camp
working the halls during the
Winter season.
As ii announcing the next
World War he puts all he can
Into announcing the band,

RITCHIE BLACKMORE
(ex of Deep Purple)
joined Sweet on stage In
Santa Monica and together they played "All Right
Now" as a tribute to the
recently deceased Paul
Kossof.

*

release date keeps
being put back but It
should be on the streets
here within the next two
weeks.

floor, while

wallflowers and blokes chat

* *

*

dance night

A group of girls dance to
themselves In the centre of

Johnny Smith And the
RUSSF7EzO

the

* *

*

BOB DYLAN is reportedly unhappy with the
commercallsation of his
Rolling Thunder Revue
(Including ticket scalping) and may end the

411.
c

tour.
STEPHEN MORI.EY

if

1
c

by David Brown

'

at the local hop, be It
It's
corrugated iron - walled village hall or plush
Palais, the sound is about the same.

LOUISE LASSER, star of
the American television
satire "Mary Hartman,
*
Mary Hartman" Is IN THE same place as the
rumoured to be signing a Stones had their adverrecording contract with
Stevie Wonder
Casablanca Records. tisement
has a billboard
Neil Bogart president of now
the arrival of
announdng
the label, says her voice Is
new album. It can't be
somwehere between Bar- his
missed as one drives
bra Streisand and Olivia through Times Square, It
Newton John.
takes at least two minutes
FRED BRONSON to get by. Unfortunately

DIANA R'.

r

Rebels or whoever, who
probably came from the
village down the road.
Their equipment had been
set up by the band and their
mates earlier that afternoon,
three 30 watt amps for the
guitarists, lead, rhythm and
bass.

The band emerge, a rather
undistinguished bunch of
individuals, wearing match-

teeshlrts but the first
trousers they could lay their
hands on.
First off will be an

ing

.Instrumental, Booker T's
'Greed Onions' or the

Ventures' 'Walk Don't Run'
or any one of about a dozen
Shadows toelappers They
are met with a far from
ecstatic reception from the
ahlookers, a few clap, others
shout abuse, and others just
Carry on chatting, smoking

and drinking,
It seems a far cry from the
1976 cabaret clubs, scampi in
the basket, vodka and limes
and discos.
But at least one band have

managed to incorporate

ysome of the atmosphere of

those bygone years into
today's concept of pop.

Showaddywaddy are the
eight piece band who seemed
to get launched on a rock revival ticket a couple of
years back, but really it goes
a bit deeper than that.
It's true that some of their
numbers owe a lot to Rock
'N' Roll though they have
never really gone out to be
just rock' copyists. They
have done fairly straight
copies of old rob, numbers,
and Iñcorporated some of
them Into an energetic stage
show, but their real value
has been in updating the
Ideals of the past into

something that can be
appreciated today,
Perhaps their best example to date is the progress

shown on their 'Trocadero'
album and single, which
neatly sums up the situation.
Examine the album sleeve
and you'll see what they are

about
The front of the double fold
artwork shows a bunch of
on

kids outside the local rock
venue, the Trocadero, one of
a large nationwide chain.
This collection of ruffians are
seen being held at bay by one
of those fussy commissionaires, while the youths queue
to hear their lave rave rip
through 'Good Golly Miss

Molly.

Open the sleeve and the

picture has changed. it is the
1970s, 'Curry Wins Blue

Olympics' says the evening
paper ad, and a group of
seventies style music fans
wait as the eight membered
Showaddywaddy are wsllcured in for their perform
unce.

The artist didn't know
what the group looked like as
lads, but they reckon he's
done pretty well. but than
they didn't all know each

other in those days either.
The Troc was a local haunt
in their borne town of
Leicester. Band member
Russ Field takes up the
story -

Standard$
"It

must be over 12 years
since I went to the Tree I
used to go there when I wU

younger, older brothers

would get you In Aright
"It was about 1 9s.+'a
Bands would play rocs
standards, Shadows tunes
and all that. I would later
go home
bands
try and copy them At
time I was mad on Hai
Marvin and try lo Play Ilk^
him. "
"And Duane Edd1,
Trevor Oakes.
"A bit of everything

ad

1

said Russ.
it's sad to relate As
Leicester's Trocedero
burnt out to years ego -r
it's site is today oecuPiadla
lacdde,"
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SHOWADDYWADDY: relate to today's audience but maintain someof the old excitement
garage.
"We had hoped to get a
photo of the old place," said
Russ. "It was half burnt
down, and we thought It
would make a good shot to
use on the cover, but we
couldn't manage It."
"Yeah we could have
given a free match with each
cover and then if people
hadn't liked It they could set
fire to it., laughed Trevor.
After the demise of the
Troc it was the local PalaLs
and those village halls that
became the group's stomping ground. When the
group drew together they
realised that their background could be used to good
advantage as a_ common
basis for their music.
"We never really set out to
be just irnother rock band,"
insisted Russ. "People
expect us to be a Rock 'N'
Roll group. We've all been in
different groups playing
bit
'jazz, blues, soul, rock
a

of

everything."

-a

"A lot of diehard rockers
don't like us." said Trevor.
Did they think they were
taking the mirk?
"Yeah we are." replied

me

"No we're not," laughed

the other.

"We don't do endless

barn,"

"Yes we do."

12

Why did they wear drape
suits U they didn't want to
give a rock image?
"Because we like 'em"
answered Russ "We don't

cross section of old and new
and some songs that show
what they are up to.
Like the cover, the title

have to wear them. And they
am modernised drapes, not
old fashioned. People think
we take the mlck, but we
could be and then again we

track contains that old/new
Idea with a Duane Eddy link
rift, a chunk of 'Walk Don't
Run' and using some good
harmony work.
The harmony Is also
evident on another track,

might not."
Well, that's perfectly clear

then? What about the local
links? Were they still there?

"We still play Leicester

about twice a year," was the
reply. "A concert at De
Montfort Hall and a cabaret
at Baileys once a year

We

don't want to do them too
often. People seem to enjoy
them. A few of our mates
take the mick, but It's Just a

larf like."

Cabaret
How did they feel about
doing cabaret?

"It's all right, 'replied

Trevor. "We do go down well
with the scampi crowd.
"Chuck Berry is at Baileys
tonight," said Russ "I saw
him about 15 years ago.
"Perhaps he'll recognise
you " interupts Trevor,
"Yeah, I'll wave."
The band claim they have
not aimed for any particular
Image or overall identity.
"We just want to Improve
constantly," said Trevor.
"It's a matter of writing
better material and improvtng each album. "
Certainly 'Trocadero' is a
firm step in the right
direction, offering more of a
complete album than say
just a collection of singles
and tillers. It also contains a

Berry's 'Rock 'N' Roll
.

Music', lifting it out of the
usual form It so often lakes.
"The album is closer than
anything we've done before,
to what we are really trying
to do," said Russ. "Making
the music relate to today's
audience, but maintaining
some of the old excitement
Obviously that Is 'what, the
track Is all about, it has
picked up as -a single, it's a
grower I think.
T HE
U

takenn
horse

E

o

to

Showaddywaddy ate currently enjoying a couple of

weeks holidays before
starting work again. Some
material Is already In hand
for working on for a future
album, probably released

about November, and they
have new tours to concen-

trate on.

They

will

be

touring

Europe and Scandinavia in
July and August and on their
return probably Britain In
September and October.
For the shows they will
include some of the new
material, especially 'Trocadero', plus some of their
earlier hits and some souped
up rock classics. They are
also very active outside of
their immediate band commitments.
Trevor and Russ had tried
their hands at stock car
racing near Wolverhampton
for the first time last week,
Trevor coming fifth and
Russ second.

"I didn't

riding

y
L

t

know that it was
the last lap or I'd, have
bashed- the other car," said
Russ. "I'd been in front all
the time 'tiU then."

"'Yeah you started off
first," Trevor ribbed hint

Russ 'had driven an old
Rover while Trevor circuited
the figure of eight course in
an unidentified banger
called the 'Brommy Bomber' Trevor was also excited
about his chances an two
wheels.

"I

my test on
Monday", he proudly admit -

take

"And when I pass I'll
get something bigger. I've
got a secondhand 250 now,
fed,

"It was about three
became
I
interested in motorbikes
months ago

"He went to his first
meeting at Peterborough the
other day," grinned Russ
'lie came last, but it was his

first showjumping attempt

had a go on one and fell off so
I didn't touch me after

we'd best not say too much
about that He got the craze
from his friend who Is a
champ or something like

Leather

nightclub called Follies

again,

10

years or

so ago I

that."

big studs?

he

briskly

redo

sponded. "You don't
things like that in your own

town."

Why not?
"Because everyone knows
who you are anyway, so
what would be the point.
Now Brighton, that would be

different "
As if these

boys wandering
on wheels wasn't
enough to worry about, there
were those rumours about

around

Malcolm The Duke' Allured
taking to horse riding.
"Yes, It's like having a
new fellow In the band," said
Trevor.
"He's realty going in for
'The Duke' Image, ' added
Russ.

Apparently he goes in for
fell riding gear, red jacket,
black cap, whips and all.

that "

Then there was The Duke's

Dld he go In for the teddy
boy leather Jacket with
Trevor written on the back In

"Nah,"

so

opened In Leicester recenUy.
What did the lads think of
that?

"Very nice," Russ said.
"I've not been yet," says
Trevor. "I hear it's very
smart though "
He's getting very posh Is

up. You
can't go in this place if you're
wearing jeans you know,
"Yeah, he's turning from a
lout to a real ponce." they
agreed. "But as tang as he
pulls his weight an stage,
that's all that matters."
OAKES
The Duke, stuck

TREVOR
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IF YOU'VE ever had

stars in your eyes, you'll
see that all the stars m
this page have one thing
to common
they wear
glaseea. ~wens are at
the foal of the page so get
your %peen on and start

-

squinting.

Rave on with thin gent,
sadly no longer with us.
At his peak he sang some
of the greatest pop tunas
ever written. Who is he
and who was his backing
band?
2. Someone who's nearly
famous. He has of course
been around for more
1.

years than

THE
FRAME

_f

I
can
remember. Christened
Harry Webb, what's the
name we all know him

by?

A former collegue of
the above star, formerly

3.

with a band of shadowy
origin. Now left the music

biz for pastures new.
Name please and also the
names of the two gents he
formed a trio with In the
early Seventies.
4. Time for a lady now. A

well known Alhenean.
Very pleased if you guess
the name of this Greek

dish.

Another blast from the
life. This guy has been
past. He had many hits
cutting discs since he was
during the Sixties In16. While we're waiting
cluding 'Oh Pretty Womand waiting for his new
an' and 'It's Over'. Only
album, you can guess his
the Lonely among you will
name and the name of his
find this easy.
ex-wife, whose kiss 'Is
6. Spiritual
time now.
sweet
The photo was taken
8
Here's a real honky
during this gents medita- cat With the amount of
tional period. He's now --specs he owns, he Could
hiding in the States. 'fill this page ten times
What's his name and who
over. Who is he and which
¡sins missus?
football club has he Just
7. Ah, the sunshine of my
become a director or
5.

.nt
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MILLIE

JACKSON

SOFT throbbing
of a motorbike
ticking over dies down to
reveal three girls singing

THE

noise

l'ilr iuJla lir.Y

hymn to a grease hero
'The Leader Of The
Pack' has returned
,aroe again.
not once
He's back
but twice and causing a
few headaches.
His story begins some
11 years ago. The Leader
Of The Pack' was one of
the hits of the classic
American girl trio the
Shangri-Las.
All the 000hing and
questioning came from
Mary Anne and Margie
Gonser, while the sad tale
was told in the high
pitched voice of Mary
a

-

-

-

Weiss.

A

The

three girls

recorded several gimmicky hlts,in New York In
the mid - Sixties, geared

to the teenage audience
reared an romantic
novels and comics. These
songs came from mainly
the Barry / Greenwich
husband and wife writing
partnetshhip, and producer George 'Shadow'
Morton.

Their ,hits included

'Remember (Walking In
The Sand)', 'Long Live
Our Love'. 'Give Him A
Great Big Kiss', and 'I
Can Never Go Home
Anymore.'
'Leader Of The Pack'
was recorded on the
American Red Bird label
11 years ago, and was a
hit for them in Britain,
reaching number four in
January 1965. Since then
it has become me of those
golden oldies gaining
regular airplay, mainly
because of its distinct
sound and strange lyric.

{

Millie Jacksa
voted by Black Musk"
and Blues & Souls readers
No. I Female Vocalist
is no longer'CAUGHT UP:

The new album

TREE AND IN LOVE'
completes a love circle
and again demonstrates

Milliet

unique iota'

brlliance,

óotydor

Motorbikun' with
the Shangri Las
ours Is the best," said Bob

by David Brown
"We thought It had
always been a goodie,"
explained label promotion manager Bob Kill -

bourn "We released It
last year and it has been
on catalogue ever since."
Fresh impetus has been
put on the record since
Levis, the denim clothes
manufacturers, used the
song as a basis for their
Jean advertising campaign
"Levis got In inuch.wlth
us about the campaign
and naturally we thought
that It would be to our
advantage." said Bob.
But last month Charly
Records released a copy

of- exactly the same
record. Now the situation
has arrived where both

singles are selling well
and getting In the chart.
Last week's chart showed
the Charly label in the

Killbourn. "It
at

48

and the

Contempo copy at 85.

"It's a weird situation,"
said Bob. "And getting
wierder. We both have
non

-

exclusive rights to

release the song, so It's all
legal. Obviously we are
both watching the situation very closely to see
what happens. It must be
a

unique occurrence.

"

Both companies have
suggested to the other
that they could come to an
arrangement to avoid the
clash, but the situation
has reached a stalemate.
Radio play can help
either version, so In the
end it is all down to the
dealers, some of whom
are quite rightly confused
by the whole affair, which
is not helped by the fact
that both records have
prefix letters of 'CV.
"Naturally we think

also appeared on
several compllauon albums of classic material.
In June last year the
single was released by
Con tempo records for ther

Contempo

-

series of revived

Karles'
'lie.

has

a good

of their
(Walking to
making It a

record.

We

aren't exactly fighting

Charly, it has been quite
friendly no far, and may
the best man

win."

The Charly record hall
another of their hits on tM
a slde,'Give Him A Orea1
Big Kiss'.
Charly Records' public
ily officer said' "We're
got the complete Red Bird
catalogue and we felt thls
should be released. It nao
been put out quite a few
times, and done well. It is

also scheduled ter reieat
on acompilation album. '
Bothco companies have
been

unable

to

get N

touch with the group. out
would put feelers out U the
record had more success.
Charly has already ud
some success with brtAi'

lag back

former

roes

stare to prominence,

example the

discovery of Hank

fa

re;
Migot

But at present elm.

record is nodding back
sales of the other.
Phonogram have
Completely different mg'
er of the same
recorded in 1967 by !b
Shangri - Lasfor
Mercury label after tl+e7

It

,;

another
member
The Sand)',
double hit
fl'Reip,

lead

r/

SHANGRI LAS: srelemare

1

left Red Bird.
This has .arrhud
various campWt:nd

d

.the company ntY
have no plans to raise
as a single!
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JAMES AND BOBBY Purify aren't really
James and Bobby Purify.
Suitably confused? Good, because their
hit record 'I'm Your Puppet' isn't really
'I'm Your Puppet' either.

James & bobby
-the pure truth

The story

two rothers
from Pensacola Florida recorded ah en
song In b Muscle
Shoals. Alabama. That song went to No
the States
establishing James and Bobby Purify as 1a in
soul act:
'I'm Your Puppet' as a soul standard, top
and Muscle
Shoals as the home of the top soul sound.
'Ditties looked set. They had a couple of follow .
ups
Including the outrageous
'Shake A Tall Feather'
but none could match the
performance of 'Puppet'
and eventually the duo
split up with James going
home to laze around
Pensacola and Bobby off another Florida outfit,
to do his own thing, The Rounders, although
wouldya believe!
they never had a
It's the typical story of recordidg contract.
hundreds of one - off soul
The group with a few
hits that America spewed personnel changes now
out in the Sixties.
forms the backing band
But 'two guys purportfor the new Purify
lag to be James and 'brothers.'
Bobby are in Britain at
"This Isn't the original
the moment adding that
of ' I
final twist that makes the m Your Puppet'," exstory original
plains Bobby, sorry, Ben.
Both nursing a couple of "We decided to cut a new
hangovers, James Purify version of the song last
land he is the original) December and now we
explains: "After Bobby have a hit with li 1n
derided to go solo I hung Britain although It's not
around my home town for taking off in America.
a while and then decided
"We didn't really think
to get back to work,
about it being a hit at the
time we just cut it like
that. We weren't looking.
"I thought the name for a hit off the tune at
James and Bobby Purify
"But then 'Puppet' was
still meant something but
never a hit over here the
I wasn't having much
last time sb that gave us a
contact with Bobby at the
time. Originally I thought chan ce. "

JAMES 8
BOBBY
PURIFY:

adding

that final
twist

by David Hancock

version

.

"Everybody was brought
continues James

'

-

down there to record
Wilson Pickett, Areth

Franklin.

That original
Fame label we were on
was beautiful. Everybody cared about the

music and they played as
u they cared. I think
that's why at one stage it
was taking over from the
Memphis sound.

Dead

"But Nashville, man,
that's the centre of
nothing. It's one of the
deadest
Slates.

cities

In

the

'You have good musicians there," says Ban.
"But that's about all. "
The Seventies Purify
Brothers don't want to get
caught up in a pure soul
bag.
"We do everything In
the Slates from Kool And
Thé Gang through to sort
of pop music as well,"
explains James. "But
over here we'll be sticking
with stuff that's more our
own material
"In fact the way things
are going it looks as if
we'll be coming back over
here," he laughs. "This is -

Contact

One thing different
about going out on my
about the two versions,
own to record but then I
apart
from the fact that
realised It was better to
build a new act round the it's different voice on the
re
- working Is that this
old name. "
latest version was cut in
The person who became
the new Bobby Purify is 'Nashville and not Muscle
Shoals.
old school chum Ben
"Muscle Shoals was
Moore who had -previously worked with great in the beginning,"

my fourth visit and the
first for Ben, but it looks
like we might have to
move here for a year or
two."
The duos next single Is
due out in about four

weeks and

will

be

'Morning Glory', written

by Mac Gayden, Because
they don't write their own
songs there is the problem
of getting new tunes to

record.

"All songwriters want
days,"_
adds James. "We've
thought about writing
our own stuff but maybe
we'll have to watt a while
before getting that going.
So will they be updating
any other original James
and Bobby Purify numto be singers these

bers?

"No, I don't think so,"
admits James. "That was
a gamble and it paid off
hut I can't see it
happening all the time,"
So there you have It

'I'm Your Puppet

0

Is

neither the same version
of the song nor the same
version of the duo who

topped the American

-charts In 1967. Now how
many of you old soul buffs
were fooled into thinking
it was?

(
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IT TOOK Robin Sarstedt's record, 'My
Resistance Is Low,' over two months before
it finally started moving into the bottom of
the charts. Now it's in the top three. It's an
old song, initially an enormous hit for'
Hoagy Carmichael in 1412.
entry last week was 'The Continental' by
Maureen McGovern. This week it's zoomed up higher,
and looks as though It could well join its fellow
A new

Indulgence in nostalgia at the top.
Unless you happen to watch film credits a lot, you
might well think that Maureen Is a newcomer to the
world of showbiz. In fact, In the space of just a couple of
years she's had a Number One single In the States and
won two Academy Awards for songs In 'The Towering
Inferno' and 'The Poseidon Adventure.' In the former
she'even had a cameo appearance singing the winning
song.
Film themes certainly appear to play an important
part In Maureen's career. 'The Continental' was
written way back In 1934 for a film called 'Gay Divorce'
starring Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers.
It's a catchy little dance song capturing-Images of
palm court orchestras and couples swirling across the
floor In the days when all seemed right with the world,
at least In films.
Maureen's career began in her home town of
Youngstown. Ohio where her association with an
agency there led her to Los Angeles. A demo tape she
did caught the ear of Russ Regan. the president of the
newly formed TOM Century Records. And so she
recorded 'The Morning After' for the disaster movie
'The Poseidon Adventure'
In the spring of 1973 the tune won an Oscar for Best
Song of the Year Shortly after it went to Number One
in the American charts and by July the record had gone
gold.
Maureen McGovern had arrived.
For the next two years she was solidly out on the road
all over the world.
Between tours she appeared in another disaster film,
the box office smash, 'The Towering Inferno,' singing
'We May Never Love Like This Again.' It was
nominated as Best Song Of The Year and yet again she
wan an Academy Award.
Her third album was released last year. Called
Academy Award Performance (And Now The
Envelope Please), it features a collection of Oscar
w inning songs from over the years.
Maureen names Barbra Streisand as her most
important Influence. "She was my 'teacher,' I listened
to her and absorbed as much as I could. When I was
young I had no formal vocal training but I always
wanted to be a singer."

a

- Up ANCHOR!
CADO BELL
ARE AWAY

a«'
MAUREEN McGO'VERN: Academy Awards

,

,

MAGGIE BELL has a lot to answer for. She has
made it very difficult for most other female
Scottish singers to get by without being compared
to her. In fact, they don't even have to be Scots to
come in for comparisons, but It just so happens that
Maggie Reilly of Cado Bell comes from Glasgow.
The obvious comparisons are there, but in
reality, the two Maggie's sound quite differ-

ent. Ms Reilly fronts
Cado Bell, who have

just been signed to
Anchor Records. Cado
Bell chose Anchor

because it was a smaller
outfit, more suited to
their needs and very
friendly.
The rest of the line up Is

MacKlllip (piano),

Stuart

Alan Darby (guitar). Gavin
Hodgson (bass), Colin Tully

(sax) and Davie

Roy
(drums). Almost all of them
were at university or college
and had been playing in a
couple of different groups
when they met each other
The line up of Cado Bell has
been working for almost two
years now. Another unseen
member is the band's lyricist

Alasdair Robertson.

He

spends all his time writing the
songs.
As

at

rather

these people add up to

a large

family, It will

be

some time before the band

move South ands make
London their home (If they do

rit

by Rosalind

MAGGIE' b i OLIN: content

Russell
at all). It's long been a
tradition among Scottish
artists land those from the
North and Midlands) that

177-`'11511111

London is the Mecca of the
music business These days,

it's all changing

At the moment, Cado Bell

'

are working mainly in
Scotland and coming to

London for a few weeks at a
lime when the need arises.
Once they have an album
recorded, they may have to
move purely to get round new
venues Like the rest of the
band, Maggie is content to
have her base In Glasgow for
the time being
Maggie started out singing
with her father, who used to
sing In big bands:

"I

remember singing things like
Shirley Bassey's'As long As
He Needs Me' which Is a pretty
weird thing for a nine year old
to sing! Then all I wanted to do

was folk and then onto the
blues.

a
.s

MAGG1f REILLY: surprising
maturity
"Fora while I went on at the
rest of the band to let me do
just one blues number in the
act. Then I got up and jammed
with someone else a while ago
and realised that l' id gone
past all the blues thing without
even realising It.

copying her. I used to admire
her a lot but I didn't copy

her."

In a band bristling with
academic degrees, Colin Tully

is the only one to have a BA
(Bachelor of Arts) in music.
But all of the band have been.

totally committed to making

the band work - perhaps even
more so those who had given
up their Chosen subjects to the

THE HIT SINGLE FROM

r
A an
Tht More I Sea You"
AMS 7228

a

band.

"We'd been building up to it
that it became the

so much

logical

step.

So

while

we

weren't jumping about or
having a party we were really
to

"But when I sang the blues,
was likened to Maggie Bell
and people used to think I was

CADO: support band no longer

Getting

recording contract Is the big
day in the career of any new

pleased." said Maggie.
"The A& Ft man from Anchor
had heard about us and came

I

w

cause of music.

see

us

play.

He

was

knocked out, and came back
again with practically the
whole of the Anchor staff. "
This has led to an Intended
album by the band. They hope
to find a producer first, then
rehearse for a few weeks
before going out on the road.
By that time, they think, they
will be renriy to record.
The problem is going to be a
single The band's material
has a wide range and they
don't want their single to be at
the extreme ends of it
Somewhere in the middle
would be ideal. That way, none will expect to hear all the
same type of songs from the
band in a live show.
Cado's style drifts from the
fairly simple, to the sophisticated jazz/rock, with Maggle's smooth voice giving them
all u mellow quality. For a
fairly new band, they have s

surprising maturity.
But then, they haven't got
the worry of having to write
new rrutterial all the time, As
they already have a writer
beavering away for them full
time, they can concentrate all
their energies on the music
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Gerry Shepherd

Tonyteonard

GLITTER has

THE

gone, for the time being
at least, and In Its place

comes the cowboy

.

boots, neckties, Western style clothes, totem
pole and cacti.
Totem pole and cacti?
What has that got to do
with the C Band you
may well ask? Accord-

ing to them
relevant, since
'new single 'Don't
Promises (You

it is
their

Make
Can't_

Keep)' has a Western
flavour to it.

story goes. like this:
There Is a Red Indian witch
doctor who does a rain dance
and It doesn't work so he gets
The

the push.
Welt, that's their story and
they are sticking to It. So,
when the band did Top Of The
Pops last week It is natural the

props department should

come up with totem poles and
some rather weedy looking
cacti to give the set a small
touch of authenticity. The

record also gives Gerry

"And

I've

:.p'.yre
.19'

11

on a

It"Now

getting

a

i

there is talk of Gerry
a

banjo solo, spot

on

out over seven weeks, and
taking In unlversltlty gigs as
well as the concert halls How

-

a,

;/r

'^j.x
w
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their current
themselves
single's title put paid to that

Trailblazing
So. could we expect' banjo
plucking Western trailblazing
epn. from the G .Band 'In
future?
"You never know," was the

Band recently

abbreviated their former
this a
Glitter Band title. 'Wasfor the
sign for big changes

"Itp has been our nickname
in the office for a long Ume,"
said Harvey Ellison. "We're
used to it and like it. We think
it wUI be OK. I mean we still
wear flashy clothes and are
flashy people. It doesn't mean
we've gone all heavy or
anything like that. "
"Glitter was beginning to
wound dated," added John. "It
g

was associated with a
particular era."
It abo helps get away from

t

'

ki

t> ,

i

"L remember coming back
fmm touring In Europe and I
really tended fish and chips,
sa popped to my local chippy,
1

and It had changed hands and
was á Chinese restaurant

Ah!"

'.

.5.

-

a7

'

.
-

fJ

a

I'

.°'

type films."

G

.1

..

Idea.

"We've all got this thing
about the West" said John
Springate "And that doesn't
mean Uxbridge. No, all those
Thirties and Forties romantic

r

`:

.

Weir concerts, but they
weren't going to commit

reTly.
he

rat

t

"The band Is going forward,
It can't afford to stay In the
past."
The band started a major
British tour on Friday, spread

ia

KS
H

been

track but never get round to it
before now. It seemed to fit in
well with this song, we used

i

s

The ménUon of seaside
sparked off a qulch coiversalion on the subject of fish and
chips by Yorkshlreman
Harvey.

over the place.

has sold well and Is in the

plucking' ever since. 'I've
been threatening to use

-

r,

,r

W011

by David
Brown

"A lot of people had been
asking for the album and It

there" explained

Gerry.

r/F'

or G Band in the -promise land
people regarding them as
Gary Glitter's backing group.
How had they reacted to the
collection of 'Glitter Band's
Greatest Hits' being released
about the same time as the
change?
"We thought about that,"
said John. "But obviously all
those records were made while
we were called the Glitter
Band, so that was all right

Shepherd an opportunity for a
quick burst on his banjo.
"I bought a banjo In
Australia when we were

touring

-

77t

them but will go and buy them
when they are available in a
compilation such as this. 1
think It's a good Idea, I would
buy albums like that. "
John adds: "It also enables
people to see how we've
changed, how we have
improved. It's a history thing.
of the criticisms of the
band make me laugh. I mean
some people still think of us in
twinss of shouting 'Hey' a

crsns

life,"

sold John. "But
elsewhere they have a

different view. They listen

more and take musics as just
one of many metre ats.
"Over here the scream
hysteria thing had got a bit of

joke. ll Is almost as though.
girls are expected to do it You
know, their friends say It Is the
thing to do so they say it. We
don't mind them screaming U
It Is sincere, but not If It's
phoney."
a

In the few days between
tours the band have been
rehearsing and promoting the
new single

"Several days have been
taken up with the promotion,
but we can't knock that," said
Harvey "We should get
things tidied up before the tour
starts I hope!

-

Spores

"Usually it Is heat when you

work over a eóncentrated
period like that, surprisingly

you get more done. When you
have two or three weeks to do

'tin you tend to get dieerslons,
Interrupuons and the time is
last "

In their brief snatches of
lime off they relax usually by
Indulging In some Of their
favourite sports. The current
tad seems to be for golf. Three
members of the group play
golf and find that Is holes
before they play helps keep
them occupied.
"When you do a soundcheck
and have four hours to waste

before doing a show, you dl
around in the hotel and get

bored," explained Harvey,

"Watching 'Emmerdale

Farm' in the afternoon, or

having

nap during

a

Crossroads

.

.

.

(Harvey

launches Into some Crossroads
Impersonations despite being
In the other channel's

studios)"
"You should

see the two cars
when we go off playing golf,"
said John. "Clubs sticking out

everywhere."

days In Baden Baden.

British tour
r
GIBA ND: trailblazing

people don't buy the singles,
although they might quite like

"Pop music la in -bred Into
the British youngster,' way of

They tend to make the ,net
of their travels round the
world and fit in working
holidays where possible
"We were recording this TV
programme in Germany,"
said Harvey "We had three

I -.

album charts now. Some

/

did they cope with university
audiences?
We
quite su ecessNl
think," sold Harvey.

"People weren't always.

sure what to expect, but they
came to terms with us. I
mean, Ws not so strange, since
a lot of people at' university
now were perhapst,uying our
singles two years ago. Some of
the gigs were overwhelming "
About a third of the venues
are at universities and
colleges an this tour, plus
concert halls and seaside

giro

Eventually the talk drifted
bark to the serious business of
work and in particular outdoor

appearances.
"It always rains when we
play outside," smiled John.
'There was one occasion at
Hastings with Gary that really
frightened n!." said Harvey.
"I was playing sax and it was
pouring down and there was
Gary holding the mike to the
sax and me thinking we would
blow up at any moment "
They have just finished
tour of Scandinavia where
they report there Ia eamething
going ter them

Beautiful place. It only took a
few hours to do the film so we

had plenty of time td look

around,"

The band record In Parts,
a hotel just round the

with

Corner from the studios,
enabling them to relax and
avoid those Interruptions the
home environment can bring.
The Current British tour U
their nest major me on their
own for the best part of a year.
"We were so busy with the
European

things and with

Gary, we began to feel we
were neglecting the home
market, But the tour will be a
good one..,
That's a peornlee.

rz
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FIVE SCHOOLBOYS from Dagenham are
quietly causing a riot in other parts of the
country. The five are Flintlock. The riot
was when the army had to be called In to a
gig because the bouncers Couldn't cope.

Clean cut

But first, allow me to introduce you to
boys In
the band: Mike Holoway (drums) the
John
Summerton (guitar) are both 15 andandfounded
Flintlock two years ago. However, the original line Up was short lived.
Mike and John then met
up with Derek Pascoe
(vocals), Bill Rice (keyboards) and Jamie Stone

Flintlock .'I

by Adam

(bass), and formed

f

Cummings

1

band."

Disappointed

-

_

41.1'

aL

01,1-

,

a

t

our influences

come together to become
Flintlock" adds Mike as
an afterthought

ol

Flintlock aren't going
to be just another teen
band, but what did they
think of other bop bands?
"We respect them" said
John (the quiet one), "but
we

don't want

to

be

Biti continues:

"I

compared with them."

suppose we appeal to the
young kids because of our
age- I hope they will
become more aware of,

"Dawn' is In fact our our musical ability as
third single", saki Derek, they grow older."
"The others were build- Their producer (Mike
up singles. We were all Holoway's dad),

enters,.

disappointed when our the conversation: "As far
first record failed to make as image goes" he said,
it, but we realise now that there is none. They are
It was Important torus. It lust five boys, all with
made us aware that It's their own personalities."
not all plain salting.

/

K

Influences

"All

i

11t

-

,

yfit¿l '

,

O

Flintlock Mk IL
Jamie used to go and
"Now we hope the fans
watch the original line up and admits to being will grow up with us.
Being a teen band is a
rather jealous of them.
Currently In the singles build up to becoming a
charts with 'Dawn,' they heavier band."
"But we'll always keep
are also stars of their own
television show 'You Must an original sound, our
own sound" stated M Ike.
Be Joking. '
What then are their
"That was our biggest
break" says Mike. "It musical Influences?
"Jazz mainly" said
meant we reached a very
I think this
wide market
not just Derek.
kids. The Clean cut Image comes through in our
mush Oh, the Beatles as
attracted everybody.
When we played well of course."
Sheffield, most of the
audience were between 20
and 30. They were acting
like young kids, hoping to
the music and all that "
Why so long before a hit
single?
"We didn't want any
hype" explained Mike
Bill (the looney one in
the band) continued: "We
weren't going to sign for a
record company until we
were ready. We wanted
one which wouldn't treat
us like Just another pop

Enough said. So how do

12. 1970

FLINTLOCK: (Left to right) John Summerton, Derek Pascoe, Mike
Holo we y, Jamie Stone, Bill Rice
they project themselves dawn but they went back
"'The school are very
to the manager of the
on stage?
good to us" said Mike.
"By our music of theatre afterwards and "During tours we get a
apologised."
tutor but if we fall behind
course" said Mike.
we have to cut beckon the
Mike and John will be
Derek: "Judgingby the
gigs. I.uckly we're all
feedback we get from our taking their 'O' levels this
fairly clever bill we want
fans it must be what they Summer while the others
to pass our exams, It
want. We've got a great are about to start their 'A'
seems a pity to blow It
relationship with our fans 'levels. How do they find
"During term time a
as well We talk to them the time to play and
car collects us after
and treat them with practise;

"It means we have to
respect and they do the
same to us. At one gig give up other things guys
some of them did go a bit our age are used to"
wild and smash a door explains Derek.

school and takes us to the
gig or personal appearance. And dad Is always

with us, he's like a sixth
member of the group."
'Dad' then told me how
they work out their future
plans.

"We sit down together

once a month and the boys

discuss what they want to
do, They work out all the

stage act themselves
including the choreography. They are quickly
becoming a formidable

self -contained unit."
Their first big London
concert is later this
month. Why have.they
waited so long before
attempting to conquer
their home town?
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Agfa SFD cassette tape

MIKE HOLOWAY

Lower noise. 10% Tess background noise
than ordinary low noise tapes.
Improved output and range. Gives you
more of the sounds you like.
Reduced distortion. Sounds now sound

"We wanted to capture

the provinces first"'
explains Derek." Beln
Londoners we thought

-

.SUPER(JV+

clearer.
Better mechanics. Less chance of

jammingandeasier, moreaccurateWinding.
More minutes for your money. 3 more
minuies on each side of the C60 and C90.
Now doesn't that sound
like something to improve
your recordings.

I FERRO DYNAMIC

r
s

1
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that If we had become big
in London first it would
have become impossible
for us to concentrate on
school with all the fans
around us.
After your current tour,
what then?
"We've gel some more
TV dates" said Mike,
"and after that we may go
to Europe and Japan.
The new album will be out

around October.
really believe in

We

selves. When we makeourit,
we'll know its all our own
work."
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ARCHIE BELL'S trademark is dancing. The
man Invents dances,
writes songs to go with
them and spreads the
fad around the world.
'The Soul City Walk',
he explained over a

dance tracks of that

r

c

marriage
"Gamble and Huff didn't
just sign us for the sake of
nostalgia They believed we
had something to offer Sure
we'd like to diversity and sing
songs with more meaning, or

I

slow ballade. But people know

"
"But there are going

crackling telephone

us for dancing.

line, "came about as a
combination of things.
`We were in Washington to record a TV

appearence. In a local
disco we saw the kids
doing a variation on the
hustle that we'd never
seen before.

me singing a ballad or
message song, the way they
accept me on dance records.
But we'll just have to see. "
Would Bell eventually like to
slow down the pace and slip

,1.

"'We remembered this dance
and the next day we went to
tape this local version of 'Soul

Train'

away from dance records
entirely' "Oh no, 1 love to
dance myself. It's good for the
soul and it's a great form of
physical fitness, Dancing Is
an integral part of my

But this particular

show was called 'Soul City', So
we put the dance together with
the name of the show and got
'Soul City Walk'."

ypu

Frantic

Ike gooq care

of your

In Britain we're doing the
Soul City Walk. In America,
Archie's hot with a track
called 'Let's Groove', The
dance, like the song, is a bit
less frantic and more mellow.
In most European discos
you'll still hear two of Archie's
oldies: 'Here I Go Again' and
'Show Down'. Then of course
there's 'Tighten Up', the first
big Archie Bell dance record.
Tighten Up' made Archie
and the dance instantly
famous. Not to mention, that

4.

ter

dy, your
serve yoú well'

body -w

illeatyle. It's a priority. I'm a
health enthusiast. I don't
smoke or drink, If you take
good care of your body, your
body will serve you well.

Enjoyment
"And when you do a show
that Includes as much dancing
as ours does, you soon learn
It's not something you can

There's a lot of
enjoyment in performing for
this outfit. If we weren't up on
the stage dancing, we'd be in
on disco floors doing It."
Archie and the Drells have a
heavy work schedule. They
tour the Northern States
during the Summer and head
South during Winter.
"This Summer we're moving oin of the clubs Into bigger
set ups. We've already played
the Houston Astrodome and
we're the opening act for the
Kool Soul Spectacular in Shea
Stadium next month. There's
nothing like getting 50,000
people on their felt dancing at
once. It's a beautiful sight.
fake.

-et

unforgettable phrase 'HI,

we're Archie Bell and the

ARCHIE BELL AND THE DRELLS: from Houston and proud of it.

from Houston
Drells
Texas
.

.

We are from Houston and
proud of it," began Archie in a
soft spoken voice. "We all met
in Junior high school In a
chorus class. The current line
up of the Drells is the same as
it was nine years ºgo`except
for one addition, my brother
Lee came In in 1869.
"We needed a catchy name,
and the obvious thing was to
find something that rhymed
with Bell. A drell was a slang
term for a well dressed guy.
We didn't adopt it to describe
the way the band dressed. It

doesn't, really have

Multi -million

°

The 'Tighten Up' was a
dance craze Bell spotted at a

Billy Butler,

But when the song was first
released, it was a resounding
flop as a 'B' side. Archie was
in the army and serving in
Germany. Out of nowhere, the
record became an overnight
smash.
Over a dozen different
bands claiming to be Archie
Bell And The Drells began
cashing In on the record's
success. Where was the real
Arch le'

"I

was

still in Germany.

major

been places where the limos
have been laid on and the red

carpets rolled out. We get that
kind of welcome in Just about
any place but Texas.

w

The song was Number One.
We picked up 23 different
awards fcr It. And all I could
get was a 30 day pass to go
home because my mother was
having a baby.
"There were all these
groups parading around as
us. And there was nothing I
could do about It. I went back
Into the army, and we had a
couple of smaller hits, _I Can't
Stop Dancing' and 'Showdown'. "
Out of the army Archie and
Co headed back oat on the

a

attraction yet But there have

t

meaning. "

do the dance,

"We're not

I

a

local disco. In fact he cocredited the writing of the
multi - million seller to the
friend who taught him how to

to be

changes made In our
sound," said a pleased Bell.
"It would make me very
happy if people could accept
some

,

/

by Robin Katz
L'

'If

we weren't up on
stage 'dancing we'd
be in on disco
floors doing it'

Admiration
"Europe -is another story. I

road, but' couldn't secure a
record contract. They shelled
out their savings and cut some
tracks that earned them a
place with Glade, one of the
Florida TK labels. Frown there

they

went to. Atlantic.

According to Bell the group
were given astrange sort of
priority: "We were number
192 of their 192 acts," he said

bitterly.
But during their Atiantic
period, they worked with
Gamble and Huff. 'Here I Go
Again II one of the best loved

have great admiration for the
fans there. Having been
stationed in Germany, I can
understand the things we take
for granted. You really
appreciate a group isn't so
easy to book 'cause they live
3,000 miles away,
"I've told the other guys
they won't be disappointed
with Europe when we finally

get there.

In the meantime Bell gave
at describing the
behind the new hit:
'You lean forward, put your
right foot behind you left,
move your arm, move your left
leg . . . oh no, I better give
this up" he cried. "You'll just
have to see If for yourself. "
Okay Archie, here we go
again. If we all just tighten
up, we may dance all night.
one last go

dance

,

197M7-,

sit

(What a)

J

,

sola

e

v

onderful

THE NEW SINGLE FROM

-

orld'

Johns Nash

EPC 4294
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iF YOU like David
Bowie don't read on.

Getting to know
the Thin White Duke
ain't the easiest
thing in the world
but there's one
person who has seen
him through the last
three albums and
had a chance to
observe him at close

quarters.
His verdict: "He's
a very sad character
and I feel sorry for
him. Everybody
that's ever cared
about his music
aren't with him
anymore.

"He's got

band

a

d

studio musicians and

only with him
because it pays better
than the other gig. "
Heavy? You wait, It
gets heavier.
Earl Slick is a New
Yorker who played flash
guitar with the New York
Rock Ensemble betore
getting picked up by
Bowie to play with him

they're

during the 'David live'
cuts, He stayed with him
through 'Young Americans' and left after
'Station ToStation'.

Now he has his own
band together and promises to visit Britain in the
-Autumn In the meantime
the American who has
copied Bowie's two-tone
hair-do has a lot of things
to say about his mentor.
"I met him in 1974
through the keyboard
player, Mick Ronson had
lust left him and he was

looking for
player.

"At

the

was good

a

guitar

beginning it
but it got

progressively worse. I

Earl ofilonie

heard. It was a ruse of
like falling asleep at the

by David
Hancock

wheeL

Inured America with him
twice. On the first lour he
was OK but on the second

wasn't that good stall.
was getting Into
himself totally.
"As time passed, his
he

He

relationship with

the

musicians became totally
Impersonal. I' don't k now
what brought about the
personality change but
the musical change came
when he went from Rock
'W Roll to soul.
"You see he was
hanging around at all the
black clubs and discos In
New York and after
hearing it coming out of
the speakers so many
Umes, he got Into writing
It.

"He kept telling me:
'This is the new thing',
and I was saying; 'David,
this isn't the new thing,
when

I

was

15

1978

years old

I

used to play in the Village

to get cigarette money
and that's the stuff we
had to play'.

"He was trying to
convince himself it was
something new by telling
everybody else.

Bowie agreed
-But according to Slick
the agrement wasn't
honoured, so he left the
entourage. He's not that
worried
Slick acknowledges
that U he'd been allowed
to speak to Bowie about
the future tour then things.
would have been all
right Bowie had already

"

After the Philadelphia.
cut 'Young Americans',
Slick left David Bowie to
set up his own band.
which has now released
Its first album, an outing
of predictably crisp If
uninvenUve rock tracks.
"I already had a band
and a record deal by the
time I saw Bowie again,"

But when Bowie rang
up Slick to see U he'd
work on the 'Station To

things",

Sipping Coca-Cola In a
Lo don hotel room, Earl

album things

were getting Involved.
"1 said I'd do the album

Slick doesn't appear a
bitter man. But ask him U
he'll work with David
Bowie and you just get a
laugh and a shake of the

but I couldn't do the tour
because I had my own
band and was aboutto cut
my own album But the
more we got into 'Station
To Station' the more he

realised he'd have to have
me on the road because I
was involved to everything. "
In order to go on tour

with Bowie, Slick

et the
wheel

promised to pay the Slick
Band, but Earl maintains
he's the sort d person who
"forgets and disregards

he confesses.

Station'

EARL SLICK:

felling asleep

head.

Then after

'

a

few

seconds thought he adds:
"Unless It was a seven figure fee, Give me a
million dollars and I'll
work . with Frank Si-

natra."

de-

manded to be brought up
front on stage, get more
press, more pay and also
pay for the other three
members In the Earl Slick
Band for the three months
their leader was on tour.

"The other musicians
couldn't care because

'Give me a "million
dollars and I'll work
with Frank Sinatra'

they were studio guys. 1
was the main antagonist
on Utal 'Young Americans' album..
"It's the most boring
thing I've ever played on,
in fact it's one of the most
boring things I've ever

/
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HITACHI
in word, reliability.

TRK 5070-L78. TRK 511l-L55. TRK5110-f49 90

1-1115.

The TRK 5030 is the Hitachi flagship.
It contains every refinement known
to radio cassette recorders.
With FM, Long, Medium and
short wave bands, you can pick up just
about anything from John Peel to mini
cabs. There's a built-in condenser
microphone for recording your own
records and cassettes, or better still,
other people's.
And because it's made by Hitachi,
you can be sure the TRK 5030
won't suddenly go quiet on you.
We're so sure, we give a full year's
guarantee on every machine.
And the same goes for our 3 -band
TRK 5111 and 2 -band TRK 5110
models.
The Hitachi range starts at just
fÁ9.90.
But if you're worried about the four
things in our radio cassette recorders
we can't guarantee for a year, there is'an
alternative.
Work them off the mains.
a

'

r

There are four thin sin it we cant

arantee.
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AR DECL..RED
EUROPE!
-PAPA DEEALLEN

HOWARD SCOTT

YOU COULD be
forgiven for thinking War were a
new band from the
USA after 'Low
Rider' became a

hit earlier this
year. Truth is,

they were around
before the Beatles

were even

a

twinkle in John
Lennon's eye.

was the year
drummer Harold Brown
got together with his
friend and sax player
Charles Miller to form a
band. They met up with
Howard Scott who
1959

Their latest album:
'Why Can't We Be
Friends' went to the top

of the US charts and the

single 'Low Rider'

finally gave them their
first British hit.

Basically coming
a
Latin soul

from

background, they now
play such different
kinds of music they
reach the ears of
everybody, white or
black.
War are now trying to
conquer Britain and
Europe. They are In this
country on an eight gig
tour and I spoke to
harmonica player Lee
Oskar.

played guitar, his

Commercially

player Lonnie Jordan.
At first they called the
band the 'Creators' but
later changed It to
'Night Shift'. Over a

How did he think Eric
Burdon had helped the
band?
"He was known all
over the world" said
Oskar. "So it gave us a
platform commercially

nephew B. B. Dickerson
on bass and keyboard

years they
built up a reputation as
a good club and back-up
band in California.
Then fate took a hand.
Eric Burden, who had
Just left the 'Animals',
went along to see the
band at a club called the
'Rag Doll' in Los
Angeles. He was so
knocked out with them
that he asked to jam
with them. Together
with harmonica player
Lee Oskar, he Joined the
band.
period of

Strength
In 1969. Eric Burdon
and War were born.

Things went from

strength to strength so
that by the time Burdon
left the band In 1971
suffering from exhaus-

tion, the band could
continue and still sell
records
Since 1971. War have
released six albums of
which 'The World Is A
Ghetto' is regarded as a
classic. The single from
the album, 'The Cisco
Kid' went gold only 50
minutes after release.

and It also gave me
personally a chance
because he really got off
on the harmonica. If
most people asked you
_what you play and you

say harmonica,

they

then ask, what else do
you play?"
If Burdon had not
come along, would the
band still he Just a Los

Angeles back-up band?
"No, I don't think so,"
he said. "Most of the
band have been together
since they were little
kids and they really
believed that they would
make It one day. If It
hadn't been Eric, It
would have been something else. There's no
telling other then what

happened."
Why did Eric leave?
"I think maybe he got
tired of life on the road
and wanted to get into
other creative things."

War are a difficult
band to categories
how could he describe
their music?
"Free" he said. "By
that I mean IL's a totally

-

sincere experience.

We've got a lot of room

HAROLD BROWN
,

to breathe and to
express what we feel
among each other. It's
as though we're one, the
way all seven of us flow
together.
As a mainly black
sounding band (Lee Is
the only white member)
how did they manage to

break the barrier
between black and

general audiences?
"In the music sense
there was no difference." Lee explained.
"But our music was
being exposed to a white
market. My solo album
in the States was being
pushed to the soul
audience. So Steve
Gold, our manager, said
to the record company
'why are you doing this?
Is Lee Oskar white or

B. B.

begged him to go on and
then they called everybody In for lunch and the
guy stopped so I went

crazy. I started tearing
the piano open!"
Being a big band was
It difficult to work
together?
"Not at all" he said.
"We all feed off each
other, Sometimes I have
to count that we're all
there because It doesn't
feel like It. We don't
plan, we lust flow".
Is this current tour
very Important to the
band?
"This Is very much a
work tour for us" said
Oskar. "We've got to
expose ourselves to the
people over here. After

bum's In the Top 40. "
Is this also the reason
why apart from 'Low
Rider' you've had no hit
singles In Britain,
he

of everybody"-

the

tour

we

will

LONNIE JORDAN

LEE OSKAR

be

playing a few gigs

before going into the
studio at the end of July
to finish off our new
album. Part of It has

already been used as the
soundtrack of a film

called 'The River
Niger'."

War's producer Jerry
Goldstein said the group
had sold eight million
records in four years
with five albums.
"I can't think of five
other artists who have
done that" he said.
"Now we are going to
conquer Europe one
country at a Ume!"
He could well be
right.
.

'Now we are
going,to conquer
Europe

- one

country at
a time'
l

r,

c f

re-

hits in

the States were released
In this country and they

all flopped. Now, our
new record company
Island, Is retradng the
entire catalogue."

Influences
War's Influences are
diverse.

.

What is sur-

prising is that Lee
Oskar's early influences
were classical and
middle of the road.
Lee explains: "When
I was young our family
did not have a record
player so that is all I
was really In contact
with. Once my parents

borrowed

a

1

record

player for a party and I
went crazy listening to
Louis Armstrong. Other
than that I wasn't really
exposed to any particular kind of music, except
for one time when I was
seven. I was at Summer
camp and there was a
guy playing a sort of
boogie on the plano. I
hadn't been aware of
this sort of music before
and I went wild about it.
When the guy stopped I

I'
WAR: reach the ears

CHARLES MILLER

Interview by Adam Cummings

black?" Now the al-

"Definitely"
plied. "All our

DICKERSON
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BRISTOLS
Ir.

ennction.

Wham

Pwl or Brian

Tr. em Sao

cotheque 0633 707728.
SPEAKER SOUND Discotheque 078 18 2067 any
time, any place.
PSYCHO SOUND. professional discotheques.
01

London EIS
Telephone 01.534 4064

sao

(office
( Anna phone).
0.44

9420

-

?1191

Plymouth 63559.
DAVE JANSEN.

EINTISM TOWN

61-899 4010.

CENTRE

E06D.106006 NOS. Tel:

Wide

807 9149.

Goo.
slows
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Noe
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COOKIES DISCO
CENTRE
132 Wort street, Crowe
non. (0770)4739

CLOSED ALL NEXT WEE FOR HOLIDAYS
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tOoWogous Wedee,day.
Drive, Surbiton, Sunny
oslto Ber
9allan 20minas tra m W.lerloo)
A BETTER DEALTNAN EVER BEFORE
FREE POSTAGE ON ALL MAIL ORDER IN THE UK
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Ave$ rm..; ,wt sosa]
ecos
ETC

TULIP MUSIC
2 (.1)wer Ac tJLscorllbe Rd Croydon

e

Tel 680 3544

.

WITH EVERY

CONSOLE SOLD THIS MONTH
woe.ew.dy le/

ralr.ro .,,

;12,==;,.-2..-;;,'
e el

from around (150 Many
other bargains.
Al-

available from

Pvl.I10)

ways
Roger Squires

orb. MO

i

DUN dog

BARGAINS. SECONDHAND disco systems

9001,. N "mot l..d N podiao V enocd Ebhi,rq, kid projectors,
of .b control u,vq spend enFh. pod0ha, lulls. braes 'soul.

A. pence' ratter, tots VAT

Dartford

Disco Equipment

CASH DISCOUNT SCHEME FOR PERSONAL
CALLERS
FREE 16 PAGE CATALOGUE PRICE LIST AND WHEEL
CHARTS
11214

ar POs to cowl

D pt. Pulsar Light

FREE PROJECTOR

NodetO
ode

NEW-,

74007.

f "ASIJER INIT

Cited en

8.00 Monday.

16$

O

anywhere.

7471.

-

ALSO

DISCO MIRROI

Disco

. 110111A.,1 o ,:
vpai6.l ,I111
e9torrfsmrtlr.,iR

INGINIIRING CO.ITD.
DEPT 1M, MI CIISCINT

AVAILABLE
ON ANNUAL

IS NOW

Bristol

0272 58)550.
Manchester 061 831

nips

au ryNCrullt

ALBER

London, 01.272

Centres,

rowerq,Mrr ..gone

o

MASTER BRIGHTNESS AND MASTER
BACKGROUND LEVEL

ndom

'

professional
discotheque anytime,

MAIL 060(1
C.O.D.

'

PULSAR"LIGHT, STANLEY ROAD, CAMBRIDGE
Tel. 0223 66798

-

FIVE

FOR EACH

Further
If In doubt contact Wes

807 0149

-8079149.
DOUBLE 'R' Discos for a
great disco at reasonable
prices
01.952 9433
(evenings).

a°

1100121,17011 0
th.nn.le of tW,Olten low vohaoe or properly

CHANNEL
11910 RACK MOUNTING

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

-

I

b

. BRIGHTNESS AND CONTRAST

-8079149,

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

_

o

°

r

807 9149.

Bargains

_°_ --°_7 1:..

o

-

balas,d
Complete end precis* cameral for ihre
Iluoruconl Bghtiny.
5 a. u tr the
4
controlled by .-M00N1
Also Palm, Threw Channel SI.ve Unite enabling 301~ to
Slew Unit on Ind.pnd.nt tnree channel dimmer.
e THREE CHANNEL DIMMING
FULL INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
SEQUENTIAL WITH VARIABLE SPEED. TWO
HIGH SPEED FUSE PROTECTION FOR
DIRECTIONS
TRIALS
MUSIC SEQUENTIAL MODE
LED MONITORS
SOUND TO
SEPARATE 15 AMP OUTPUTS FOR 2001175
aRIGHTFOR REMOTE CONTROL
AND MULTIWAT SOCKETS

and

807

and Many More Suppeer Knock Down Price

x .IHO

or Fronk

o

PULSAR

o

ralloble.
System

807

807 9149

Only £125

Nlndrom

0

from £165.

-SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

£57) Only £40
(£36) Only £29

Buy or

Bang. of DIT Cerro

Phone Colin

-

-t:1--6-

807 0149.

-SOUNDS
8m 9149.
INCREDIBLE.
-SOU 9149.
DS INCREDIBLE.
-SOUNDS
9149.
NCR DIBLE.
-SOUNDS IINCREDIBLE.

Calbarrie Super Disco Unit
(£237) Only £170
Saxon 200 Watt Stereo Disco Unit (£275) Only £169
Pal Super Power (70 watt) Disco Unit (£170)

-

a

Tel:

-SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
-SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

30% OFF DISCO UNITS AND
LIGHTSHOW EQUIPMENT

Seas Money

-

8111..

807

767 6377

UP TO

CASH SALES
CREDIT CARDS

-

-

getting Jingles,
Telephone Barbara, 01-722

-

- -=

THEIR NEW "MODULATOR"
- ---o

-SOUNDS
9149
INCREDIBLE.

SENSATIONAL SALE

Lightshow Sccreens (4 x 2)

-

CAMBRIDGE
LIGHT PROUDLY
PRESENT

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

MUST END SATURDAY -LAST FEW DAYS

MaslStrobes

Squire's attention

01-688 1010

STONESOUNDS.

MUSHROOM

SENSATIONAL new Jingles from the ROGER
SQUIRE STUDIO, tailor
made Jingles featuring
your disco name, Jingles,
specials created to order
and now brand new JOCK
IDs, Jingle your way to
success with Roger

Tel:

SPEAKER SOUND Dis-

Romford Rood

52

PULd
of

DJ Jingles

-

DAY.

01524 4976

NEWHAM AUDIO

R.dMld_ erietol[
Now Open,

Ask for

STEVE

SIC ompe tinte prices

ulsod

ROGER SQUIRES DISCO
CENT/1E. sE Church Roed

12. 1978

4

Mobile Discos

COMPLETE
DISCO UNITS

AU. DJ's LIKE

6 DISC, JUNE

WORSTNOINI,IOINIIT
LANCS. Td. Burnley 20040^

Cash

Dep.

6137

114

E163

617

£210

f27

C162
Chronic Hawaii
£376
Chronic Kansas .
C349
Soundout Series Ill
£469
Discosound Supervos
10% Deposit - Generous P/Es.

C16
£39

Fal Super
Fol Super Power
Fal Stereo

£35

f47

SUBSCRIPTION ONLY

7676.

IítY Rogci SquiiC'/
.

GIVES YOU

Alt THIS...

More discos, more lighting, more bargains, Disco showrooms with service depts.
now open in London,Bristol,and Manchester, Roger Squire's -the one stop disco shop!
Fusa lotes

I'

DISCO 70

-Id

£20

0

Squire stereo Roadshow 200

Squire.Citronic Hawaii

budget
deck

-.

GENEROUS

N

PART X CHANGE

Phone: Milton Keynes 77704

u

ALLOWANCES

PFL. b

deck

{ne

70w PA

ONLY

on your old

;(:(i(; I;'M

tone.

gear

:1lr13!.jit1

i

H{g host

gwl,mag.cans,ONLY£148

Squire

WE ARE AGENTS FORC,tronfe, SAL,
PAL. Sound Out. DJ Electronics. NH,

£75

ALSO AVAILABLE wheels

SOw

cab
dual

£44

£20

Iron

Late iambi all branches Weds

RogarSgulf4te/ Dino Contra/

63.

Tutor
8

pm

07íS

ri:aITvo

TUE-SAT: CLOSED MONS

l76 Junction Rd N19
Tel as272 7474

Tel 0272-5502- 550

Tel 061.831 7676

'wee:

ruv
Manager Paul Newton
ACCESS

On

M

CALLING ALL DJs
Go Posh, Go

Personalised,
Come On Spoil Yourself. After
All Now is The Time. Go
Personalised . , ,
Have Your Name with Zany
Crary Backgrounds done 5

(Inc

£59

bring worth you

OPEN

MANCHESTER
251 Deansgate, 3

Manager N4gI Morris

DISCOSCENE Advertisers

PAGE 27

Solar

Ll

projectorsLE4 £49 250'.

Export enquiries to London

BRISTOL
125 Church Rd Redfield

10% DEPOSIT EASY TERMS

There's more

220

P191
95p

ALL PRICES VAT EXTRA S%

`wee. ,c.... Ni.t he

Sound linos

Also 0,1 Courses and Cameo Insurance
PLUS MANY 2nd NAND BARGAINS

FLOWBOXES ROPELIGHTS Big Range

LONDON

Frequent trains front Euston, Birmingham New
Street. We ere 100 yards front Bletchley Station.

Bubble Fountain
£22.50

projectors from C20. jingles. log
machines. srobes. mars. and UV.

concentric

F-.--.-'

3ch.

ANC, Shure. °psis, Mode and Pulsar.

Ben

with Emperor Rosko

Demonstration A lighting by Optikinetics

Including deck. amp. mw. speakers, leads from £165-£800

100w cab

squire
Bass

from £25

Built -In NAB J Ing le mach- Many options £495

20 COMPLETE DISCO SYSTEMS TO CHOOSE FROM

moo°~.utates

£90

DAY EXHIBITION

JUNE 14th at 2.00

i_

Plus Disco

H40s

O

1

® Di7

...tone.

£98

MAN MUSIC
16 DUNCOMBE STREET, BLETCNLEY

BARCLAYCARD

CW

Cw.

onager John Hart
COD

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Different W

Oj 4naw.e,Lsrll
,

Í

ed M I,chlfnc yJrm
VIdtercaJ.I.rr,urot

V AT estra

Imy.11n,

pYnr..nc

.anr ,ed.Etl

Sand SAE

Iwo

M.a.,.

ZANY CRAZY JINGLES,
Suite 4, 49/51 Biondi ord St
London W1N 3AF
saw it den rw Yew., NH arc .rr
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STEP THIS WAY !

Spiotai

-

THE FUNNIEST letter I've had 1n a long Ume was sent
by Harry Scott of Explosion Discos. Stockton. ft said
quite simply

-

'SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR ME'

BY
IT'S WAR
PUBLIC DEMAND

fw

Standing with feet slightly apart:
IN OUT UP Left foot. IN OUT Right foot IN OUT UP Left fool. IN OUT Right foot.
Forward Right foot. Forward Left foot. SIDE RIGHT
FOOT.
Back Lef t (cot, Back Right foot, CLOSE.
Forward left TAP. Forward Right TAP.
Turn circle to the right to count of SIx,
To the left side Close side.
To the right side Drag
To the left side Close side.
To the right side Drag.
And recommence.
é 1 thought you'd like to share than And remember, let
us know U there are any special dance steps being done
In your area.

AI

BAR: 'Me And Baby Brother' (island WIP 11909). Re -;sed truly by public demand, War's best - ever
dancer has o hockey Conga type Afro rhythm and
bags of vitality. I even remember my Mum dancing to
t

on

the first time around

I

DONNIF. ELBERT: 'A
little Piece Of Leather'

,Silk KL

817,

iiceords,

2

but always remained far

superior.Exclting stuff!
THE YETTIES: 'She'll

via Kick

Library

Be

Wurzels fans!
ROB ROWE'S

-

raves and should be good
MoR-type fun.

PARLIAMENT: 'Tear

The Roof Off The Sucker
(Give Up The Funk)'
(Casablanca COX 518). A
huge funky import hit,

flipped by

VICKI SUE ROBINSON
'Turn The Beat Around'
(RCA is gradually
growing for Billy The Kid
(Cats Whiskers, Oldham), while Jon Grant
(Soul Stop, Glasgow) Ups
both Vicki and the flipped
CA N DI STATON 'I Know'
(Warners)
also,
WALTER MURPHY 'Cal-

chanter Id destined to be
disco biggie. The much
more complex gimmicky
'P. Funk' flip has its fans

I.ODIE COCHRAN:

Everybody' (VA

P 911121). Bang In the
bopping groove, Eddie's
classic is another re -Issue
that's timed just right.
'I Love To
T. REX:
Boogie' (EMI MARC 14).
1

too,
CROWN

his

sizzling hustler with
'Tubular Bells' bits has

the right beat to give CHA
a hit here, although It's
not their best.

.,uthenticaliy bopping

backbeat that makes it
hie freshest dancer since
Ms hey day,
IODIE h THE HOT
RODS: 'Wooly Bully'
(Island (VIP S906). Minus
(hr countdown intro but
otherwise much like the
original, Sam The Sham's
classic makes a great
vehicle for these hotter than - a - pistol punks,

FOXY:

'Get Off Your
Aahh / And Dance' (Jay
Boy BOl' 109). A big hit
New York hustler,.typlcal
of Its kind but good of Its
type'

ISLET BROTHERS:

'Harvest For The World'
(Epic EPC 43139). Pleas.
ant fingersnapping swayer,.low on Pop appeal.

ready ready
Teddy to Rock 'n Roll.
HANK MIZELL: 'Kangaroo Rock' (Charly CS
are

DOOLEY SILVERS

-

POOR S JEANNE
BURTON: 'American
Music' (Seville SEV 1017,
via President). Clever

Useable U less than
vital new hopper, which
surely should have been
called 'Kangaroo Hop'?1011).

little Sonny Casella has

produced a minor masterpiece in honour of the BI Tang A Centennial. teaming his
Lang' (SRT SRTS _two stars with a hustlnb
70981). Creditably rhythm that suddenly
raunchy bopper that'll be embraces such US music
styles as Bluegrass and
good for Rock 'n Roll
discos. I fear we wug had Brass Bands!
of er the 'Monster Ball' A- HELLO: 'Love Stealer'
side, which is pretty dire.
(Bell 1182). Another
RODGER COLLINS:
clomping stomper, it's
'She's Looking Good' slightly disjointed before
(Fantasy FTC 134). A reaching top singalong
fave fast Soul screamer
gear.
from the '6th, when he
BILLY OCEAN: 'L.O. D.
wore a short - sleeved
(Love On Delivery)'
Bermuda Suit, this was
(OTO GT 82). Talented
covered by Wilson Pickett
Billy borrows his song

SCREAMINO LORD
SUTC'H: 'Rang

AT THE HOP, Danny & The Juniors (ABC)
THE WANDERER, Dion (Philips)
COMBINEHARVFSTER, Wurzels (EMI)
4 THE CONTINENTAL, Maureen McGovern
(20th
Century)
S MI' RESISTANCE
IS LOW, Robin Sarstedt (Decca)
e HOT STUFF. Rolling
Stones (Roiling Stones LP)
ME AND BABY BROTHER, War (Island)
8 LADBROKE GROOA'F.,Sugarci,e
Band (Alpine)
9 LETS STICK TOGETHER.
Bryan Ferry (Island)
to TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT, Rod Stewart
(Rival
BREAKERS
BOOGIE,
T.
TO
Rex
1I LAVE
(EMiI
he
BULLY. Eddie
2
E. DannyY emend (Polydor
3 C'M:ONYMARIAN
1

2
3

41.

1

HEIGHTS AF-

FAIR: 'Foxy Lady'
(Polydor 2001804). Much
re -mixed from their
album version, this

,Ickname, the Bopping
Ell has gate rockabllly
and given his newle an

echo

.

this bouncy though
purposeful midtempo

Rock & Roll Is Here To
ai", and is a must-

St

to

LEE ELDRE:D Stock) la the flip Up from
liosa s Your ,Love Life' Brian Atrdno (Tiffany's,
(Mercury) gets hotter by Berwick) and others,
the minute for Philip whereas Les Spalne
Evans (Cardiff M. Disco (Timepiece, Liverpool),
Services), Steve Day Ashley EuUy (2nd City
(Chutgford Cricket Club), Sound, Ferryslde) and
Ilig Jahn (Lights Fantas- more keep on with the
tic, Plymouth), John 'Fifth of Beethoven' plug
It was Ashley
DeSade (Reverberation side Dlacos, Maldstonc), Jon who first alerted me to
O.M.O.
13011
ROWE'S
Taylor (Crockery, Nor'ItioConvoy' (Charlsma),
wich), and more

party noises and snatches
of conga rhythm, It's
already picking up DJ

ABC 4123): The time Is
tbsolutely right for this

up

0.11.0.:

'The Rlo Convoy' (Chadsma CB 281). A strange
mixture of synthetics,

all Ume Rock 'n Roller to
hit again, what with some
discos playing imports of
a to please their bopping

Icing

DJ IiL. I'

ultra-jolly treatment of
the old folk song,
probably just right for

,ngmal version of Don

'C'mon

\

19115().

sir's mid -Sixties classic
ul stomper, slightly
-toreo fled. There's even
re
mixed backing 'Tack instrumental ver-ion of his lovely slow
tthn's It Gonna Be' for
flip'
DANNY & THE JUTORS: 'At The Hop'

penis! It's

Coming Round The
(Decca F
Very silly and

Mountain'

Parade, London NW'10).
Amazingly, this Is the

Ra

BILLY OCEAN: borrowed the title

ifornia Strut' (Private

biggie in Wales ,
SANDY NELSON 'Let
There Be Drums' (UAI
was broken with the
hoppers by the Wild Wax
Show at their Thursday
night London Lyceum
gigs
now it rates raves
from Johnny Diamond
(Diamond Discos, Brighton), llnugall D,1 (Hawick
a

-

Town Hall),

You.

title fran the Reflections
and his singing style from
The Four Tops. Antici-

pate the rest.

THE EXCITERS: 'Swal
low Your Pride' (20th
Century BTC lat9).
Ultrafasl Northern stuff
which surely has been out
before? Dunno though, all
these Ian Levine productions are beginning to

ERE

blur!

I'ITTONS PARTY: 'Pay
Day! (Friday Night)'
(Riverdale RR 101, via
President). Murkily mixed funky chanter with an
exciting fast beat that's
clearer and more percussive on the instrumental Part 2.
LIMMIE: 'Get It All
Together' (Pye 7N 45000).
The Family Cooking
brother gets It together on
funklly leaping Ulpslde
that should have been on

ON
MY

ATLANTA DISCO

MID

GLAMOURPUSS: 'Su-

CRISPIAN

top.
RON

WALTON: *Soul
Disco' (Gull GULS 10).

Almost painfully dis
torted though soulful
voiced Ron sings trite
material that seems like a
custom
Sam.

made for Soul

BAND: 'Do What You
Feel' (Arlota America AA
109, via EMI). Fairly
ordinary funky chanter,
edited (ton their LP.
perman' (Bus Stop BUS
1045). Five lip - smacking
yummles, big girls all, on
a slab of shrill Euro Disco type froth.
ASH: Mediterranean
*'omen' (EMT 2473).
Continental style jollity,
though English - made,
which could be good MoR
bounciness for holiday
campers.

NORMAN BROWN:

Funky Reggaefed' (CBS
. , or then again,
Reggae Funkyfled.
Whatever, it's picking up

4239) ,

some DJ Ups-

or
eery

°

Ytlt

s,'

imam

ST.
PETERS
1 M S 107

20
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IN NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE OF
1

GEMINI
(May22 toJune2()

Remember what we said
last week about clear
heads? Well sorry, we got
ii a little shall we say,
muddled Things won't
be as clear as initially
forecast. But then you
always did Eke a mixture.
But don't try mixing
lends and family at the
weekend
the combination could be lethal.
or at the very least leave
you with a cracker of a
hangover.

-

shoulders back, seat

tucked in nice and neat
and hold yer breath and

.SHOUT

FOR

HELPI You're sinking
fast No turning back.
Quick hang on to the
duck - printed inflatable
lifebett and hope that you
won't spring a leak.
However, as you're goin
down for the third time, it
would be as well to watch
out for the life guard.

LE

you're

about
which tactics to adopt
You don't wanna scare
away the lamb lwho may

worried

course

be

cow

a

dressed in sheep's
clothing) but natch,
someone

I

VIRGO

somethin's

or

along

listener.

LIBRA
(September24 to October
231

Your lucky period is still
with you so you wont
have to worry 'bout a
thing. They do love you,
you know. It's time you
stopped looking over
shoulder to see who
they're saying 'I love you'
to It's stopping right at
you honey, so bask in the
glory while the goin's

SCORPIO
(October24 to November
221

You are infuriated about
one close pal who keeps
letting you know his mind
land who doesn't even
cut out the X bits to spare
your feelings). If they
persistently slag you to
the ground, hit them over
head with your bucket
and spade. After all, in

Disco and Dancing
Gir ls

án

HIM
o1

wneera,
1..0 sound

100. noro

wvaw

or

axM

by Aso poionY
ck
1Snund
ún backed
/A a,d e mwed or. own is

d.vr

Book
lega, Ib.ie
human.. 'Henn
lo,
5om,

.P
.on-

summer d,ne,

,

w awl.1+r

ar HO

AM..

(Heronry. nnlyl

Pisces

a

difficult

so

(January 22 to February
171

You better button up your
shirt pull up your socks
and generally smarten up,
'cos you baby, are being
stared out and we don't

some

You

reading.

o

aren't amused, are you.
Well, of course you
shouldn't be. You'ra in
the same boat- And if
you don't want to end up
floundering you should
hurry up and .set sail.
Mind you, you have the
advantage of being more
single minded than poor
old Pisces, so finding the
right solution won't come

AQUARIUS

by

e ee.p.A4

Hu.,,

loon,

Duly

output Socbat.

Srw.l Md.'s

end
51.01

Wan Mourn

Fn.. S1r.dmg

3k, Col.,,
4

CS

old

TAURUS

(Apri121 to May 211
Please don't give kip.
That's the message from

lí ;Ill it

.

)/
!,+

*fr,110n. .91141
A

RO D ,S TEWA RT

- back 'across the Atlantic

the clouds. It might have
been tough recently, with
exams and all, or some
kind of test you've had to
endure, but the rusult
isn't half as bad as you've
feared. Give up now and
all will be lost Keep at It,
and you'll get a lot more
than you bargained for

Ught Boos

10pou

trainer

TEX
DISCO
- the. Dancin' Kid lives
Racing with the

RUBÉTTES

CI wool.

on Wood 6 BC nning

S.duonc.r

wan SPdb[ 990
B Lamp 3 Ch41n11,01,1 Scnr, 09 90
Coro Coble to suit Rack. or Bo.., 39p mat..
110 won AMS 4110in Slay.. CS900

4 Cho nasal Amp Etl CO
stereo Elm 00 WO gu.l
Mono Magnetic DNOOt9900
P b
Ind_
CWO OAT

i

COLOUR

PRESS TIMES
Advertisement Copy should arrive at our London.

POSTER

OF

OUR KID

20 ORIGINAL JINGLES

TYPE VOICE
"KOJAK"
AVAILABLE

ON £1,ZS

RECORD
CASSETTE

'

£2.00

Reel to Reel

2151n

PLUS MOTT-OSIBISA

PEtP

Free

Cut out this coupon and hand it to your newsagent NOW )

speed Cl 50

including
Z.l

"YOU'RE A GREAT AUDIENCE"

JOG"VIBRATIONS-VIBRATIONS"
"AU

L,

Name................................................

TOU NEED IS LOVE"
A KILLER"

"IT'S

J

Also available on cassette

/

£15.99

EFFECTS

YOU

mood seeing"
(poor Sr

p.n JMgta

LINT clan

from

15 Albert Rood,

Tel. 0252 28514

........................................................

pnpres are

ci ,eduafPO o.

+7S9ear

Address

CRAZY SOUND
M
-"These
WONT BELIEVE IT - Clfs £2.00
extremely effect,,,. for
20

AMersket, Meets

J

'
1

Office 8 days prior to the publication date of the
issue required. If you require assistance with the
preparation of Art Work for your advertisement
please advise us as early as possible.

Chheni.am

Gko+-

ICEketria Ltd.

i

_

SPECIAL OFFER
AUAUTY SPOT BANK

E

(March21 to April20)
Just stretch your neck

fl9ldayl

OP JANE
Mamcnorch 41311

k
Ch.g..PO,.:

h,.+.

Getting'

bowled over isn't usually
in your line.
You're
usually above all that
common chat up. But
this character is different
and knows how to tackle
ol'
icebergs like you.

mean

I

PHONEJEFFon

1

r

S

when things will get done,
ends will be tied, and the
dustbins of your mind will
be sorted out You may
attract a member of the
other sex and this will not
just flatter you it might

Block

AAA lrur IkOm.t
OVA 16 Ounce

spr.. brE:H
w,d OSHA onRaU.
d.or.
&w Grows ~ow or WMp
E4 ea Qn. sm OO
IMO
a,ckrdloe Aloes m
.kook
day+Mwr C1N0

rouc.ap.,
W.

fruitful period this,

flatten you.

ARIES
bit and look up at the

(December22 to January

Slight Packs
lo

024-03

cv+krn

CAPRICORN
211
A very

a

Harrogate Way, Wigan WN1 1DR- 45668

ROADSHOW

41641

DISCO PROMO
NAME BADGES

'

fulfilled and you being
complimented by those
people who matter. If
that sounds run- of - the mill (bighead) then let's
just say that come the
weekend a mystery will
occur. Should shake yer
liver just thinking about
and let's face it, it's time
somethln shook you up.

(February 18 to March20)
You are in love with the
idea of love, but at the
same time your idea of
love Is so damn weird that
you fall out of love Just
thinking about it If that
sounds confusing you've
right C'mon, it's time to
unravel the spaghetti
brain and fix your beady
eye on a clear goal.

UNILEC TRINITY CENTRE

A Better Class of

DIAL AMHtSHA

your dreams being

might

PROFESSIONAL

BRAND X DISCO

A mildly better week, with

tum. In short. you need
more than a friend. The

i

11

PISCES

ber2/l,

-

seem like an attractive
deal cos he"s a good

-

weak knees, mist
before the eyes, leaving
your socks on in the bath?

(November24 to Decem

It's unfair to say that
you've been a bit blue and
green lately
so we'll
just say that you've been
just blue. What you need
is to get some stars back
in your eyes and also
those butterflies in the

F

cruiser. This could be h.
Check out the symptoms

SAGITTARIUS

231
Agust24

good

ro August231
The situation isn't very
clear from where you're
standing and you would
really lie to have the guts
to say 'come clean' but
O(July23

the end it's gonna be you
getting love letters left In
the sand and he'll be out
in the bay without a
paddle.

(August 24 to September

first ,one

CANCER
`1June22 to July 221
Right. stand to attention,

of

gotta give. Get up on
higher ground and see
how the picture looks
from there.

b5

Roma Disco Minor?

o Sexy

/INGLES. SUIT 4
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MaqbM...

Nita...

Cashin' in
on junk

J

BOLAN

o

y

e.

LOVES

o.

JOHNNY CASH AND

THREE: 'One Piece At,
A

BOOGIE
REX:

T

1

IGTO GT62)

Another

up

-

Love

Really

Without You.'

Hurts

There's

enough there to strike a.
vague chord of familiarity
but enough freshness to
enjoy it Nice and happy.

BROTHERHOOD

MAN:

'My

OF

Sweet

Rosalie' (Pye 7N 45602)
Well folks, if you have the
Eurovision winner on your
hands, what do you do as
a follow - up except an
almost note - for - note
copyl Same intro, same
beat, same kind of chorus
and same nauseating
ending only this time it's a
puppy we're singing
about and not a three year- old baby. Help. .
THE EXCITERS: 'Swallow Your Pride' QOth
Century BTC 1019).
Bouncy, fast disco tripper
horn a group who make a
very good disco music.
Exactly the right number

-

of beats to the bar, and
just the right mixture to
give it a good chance of
making It in the charts
POLLY BROWN: 'Love
Bug' IGTO GT61)
Biddu gambles his heavily

orchestrated sound for a
pared down mid - Sixties
sounding ditty that has
Martha Reeves crossed
with a Supremos B-side.
Polly has good phrasing
and with obligatory ooh's
and ah's. this'll do it but
only just

REX: boppers toe tapper

ADAM MILLER: The
Last Word' (Chelsea

iQAQA..

tempo

number from Billy which
for once doesn't sound
like an exact copy of

T.

2005 014)
A new name to me. but a
voice that had most of us

STAR STRUCK
STEVIE
STEVE MARRI.OTT:

'Star In My Life' IA&M
7230)
A track pulled from his

new

album,

Steve's

joined by a full vocal
chorus, turning the sang
into a big production.
Nice break in the middle
before rejoining the main
verse, it reminds me a lot
of the Staple Singers

saying' 'Don McLean',
because there's more
than a passing similarity.

-

Gentle ballad,
strong enough.

RHYTHM -MAKERS:
'Zone'

WIDOW MAKER:

Pin

A'Rose On Me' (Jet
782)
A track from their latest
album, this stands up well
on Its own and is -the best
choice for a single
although not that repre-

-

sentative of Their work,

being

a

bit

more

melodious

-

trance rather
excitemeñt

-

BEANO: Monte Carlo'
(Dacca F 13645)
The rhythm sounds very

similar

to

that

than

Wakeman's drummer,

and is due to be hitting
our screens soon, starring
in the film 'Sebastian'.
This is from an album
based on a Viking saga
and whatever its merits
they don't come across

-

on a single.
long
instrumental breaks, and
background vocals from
Barry
miss

the result is a

SANTANA:

'Let

Raunch on a jangly-rifled
dancer is down - to- earth
Carlos that'll pick up a
few disco plays and then
fade away.

Some weeks you just
know It's not going to be
a good week for singles,
and this could be one of
those times. Norman
Beaton is Dad in 'The
Fosters', and here delivers
a vocal version of the TV
theme tune. It's pretty
awful
he can't sing too
well, the lyrics are feeble
all in all, thumbs down)

1

'

-

-

.

ra

\

s
uP

t\

BEANO: similar sounds

ROY

-

"C": 'Shotgun

Wedding' (UK

1361

Remeber this oldie? If you
weren't around in 1966
you probably won't. but
that's when it was a Top

hit for him.

Slow,
chugging rhythm with
bullets ricocheting all over
the place, can't see it
doing much.

WALSH: Walk
Away' (ABC 4121)
Live medium paced

JOE

fU0ÍEAiü7 1'E

i.I

EDDIE AND THE HOT RODS: crack/n elaysle

LIMMIE: You Make Me
Feel Good' (Pye 7N
45600).
Presumably the first solo
outing by Limmie without
his Family Cooking, and
not bad either. Pounding
bass and good use of
pace make it a cut above

usual disco orlentated singles.
the

HANK MIZELL: Kangaroo'Rock' ICharly CS
.911)
Well have to be honest
hated 'Jungle
and say
Rock', so there's not
much chance of my
changing my mind about`
Hank's follow-up. Still, I
suppose anyone who can
record a record in 1976

and still keep that
'recorded in a garage
sound' can't be all bad.

CR 130)

'

EDDIE AND THE HOT
RODS: Wooly Bully'
(Island WIP 6306).
Eddie and the lads release
this Sam The Sham
classic to coincide with
their current tour of
Britain. Produced by

Andy

Mackay, it's

delivered at what's best
described as a cracking
pace, with a sax solo from
Andy in the middle. One
to get rockers rocking.

STAR BUC

K:

'Moonlight Feels

Right'

(Private

Stock

PVT61).

seven - piece group
from Georgia, USA, this
pleasant. happy harmony
number is currently
climbing the American
charts It might take e
couple of plays to get to
you, but it's nice when it

A

CHRIS RAINBOW: 'Al Wight' IPolydor 2058

SANTIAGO: 'Girlfriend'

State

Long sparse ballad that
builds to a production
peak and then trails off.
Good harmonies back it
up but there's no hooks in
sight to hang on to.

JOHNNY CASH
CROWN HEIGHTS AG-

GAIR: 'Foxy Lady'

(Polydor 2001 664),
Hypnotic rhythm about
half way through this
record should set most
dancers off immediately.
Basically a funky in-

strumental track with a
few vocals thrown in lot
luck, It's a cert for the
clubs and possibly e
chance of chart action.

MARBOO: 'Falling

In
Love In Summertime'
(EMI 2478 )
Well, there's a clue to the
title, because the rhythm
is a disco- find adaptation
of Mungo Jerry's 'In The

Summertime'. Waves

break on the shore in the

background and Marboo
(any relation to Yarboo7)
trips his way through the
words. Some appeal for

dancers

DAVIS: 'Any -way That You Want
Me' IUA UP 36117)
Infinitely better than her
BILLIE

last single, this is e re make of the did Troggs

number. It's still strong
and beaty, but with
enough elements of disco
rhythms to make it
acceptable today, Watch
out for the hook at the
end.

does.

rocker that plays it too
straight to do a Peter
Frampton- even allowing
for the half -minute guitar
flash from Joe. Confidently strident that's all

BUK 3005).

9

car

builds one piece at a time
by nicking bits from the
car assembly factory he
works at. Sung as only
Mr Cash sings songs, with
just a small dig at
'Convoy' at the end, and
more than a touch of 'The
Auctioneer' it might be a
smallish hit.

I

It

Shine' (CBS 4335)

of

Twinkle's 'Terry' (anyone
under 16, ignore me), and
the vocals aren't that dissimilar either, telling the
tale of how he lost his
heart in Monte Carlo
Well, it makes a change
from breaking the bank

-

NORMAN BEATON:
'Family Man' (Creole

-

-

First released in 1962
and who knows how
many times since then
it's Eddié s classic track.
However there can be
few people left in the
world who've either never
heard of it or don't
possess a copy of the
song already.

2001

Competent but largely
uninspired New York
disco instrumental that
establishes a great beat
but then does nothing
with it I suppose it could
be called hypnotic
but
in a way that induces a

'C'Mon Everybody' (UP

36121)

IPolydor

651)

COCHRAN:

EDDIE

nicely

sung, but maybe not quite

BARNEY JAMES: 'All
The Prizes Taken ' (SolDoon SDR 005)
Barney was formerly Rick

a

Johnny literally

that

Love To Boogie' (EMI MARC 14)

4

Time' IPolydor 42871.

The title refers to
Á

Not quite the same rhythm as 'Get Up And Boogie,'
but one that bopping elves everywhere will be able to
lap their toes to. Simpler than his last couple of
releases hut nevertheless effective.

BILLY OCEAN: 'L.O.D.
(Love On Delivery)'

TENNESSEE

THE

738).
Chris has come up with
some clever songs in the
past. but none of them
have yet made it
'Solid

-

Brain' probably
came closest This time
Chris seems to have
concentrated more on the
song than the effects and
the result is better, with

some

good

build- ups.

'111;'1
.

.r.

..
41k

harmony
BILLIE DAVIES

u
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rock albums around from

Rod's Hot
Night On
The Town
ROD STEWART: A
RVLP 1).

-

is the rather slow
'Trade Winds'. I can only
assume there wasn't
enough room for it on the

side

other

side,

but that

doesn't detract any from
it's quality.
The only number I'm
not keen on is 'Pretty

Flamingo', but only

because I never liked the
song much anyway, and
nothing to do with it's
It's
arrangement here.

to

good

know

more distinction than
most The musicians are
all top - notchers like
Steve Cropper Joe Late
and Al Perkins and the
songs range from Stephen Stills; 'Witching
Hour' to the Colorado
sounding 'Blue Morning'.

Comprehensive soft

country sounds are not

that

America hasn't smoothed

down all the rough
edges Rosalind Russell.
'BILLY SWAN' (Monument MNT813871
Just occasionally you find
someone working in a
field of their own. Billy
Swan is one such talented
performer.
He seems

musically

most

the

innovative at the moment
but that doesn'e stop this
from being as easily
pleasing as anything since
the Eagles.
David Hancock
JOHNNY AND EDGAR

t

WINTER: 'Together'

(Blue Sky SKY 81338h
This is a great collection

-

of old classics
neatly
done by the Winter Bros
and many friends (including Rick Derringer on

Savoury soul
from Ohio
01410 PLAYERS: 'Con-

tradictions' (Mercury
9100 024).

These seven super cool
sons of America are on

their way

over

the

Atlantic to give us some
of thek exciting soul, and

this

Is a savoury
forerunner to herald their
arrival. Owners of OP
albums will need no more
recommendation than the
name, but for those who
have yet to be converted
this is a healthy slab of
body heat to Investigate
Try the soul stripping 'Far
East Mississippi' with

from

Carl Lee Perkins
classic of '55 to his
a

current infectious single
'Just Want TO Taste Your
Wine', It a debatable
whether he adds anything
with versions of 'Blue
Suede Shoes' end 'I Hear

You

Knocking', but

otherwise the selections
are impeccable.
Billy's
1961 song 'Lover Please'
gets a new treatment with
a
choice selection of
musicians and backing
vocals from The Holladay
Sisters. The nearest
British equivelént to this
sort of music was Nick
Lowe s fine writing with
Brinsley Schwarz, and we
lost out on that so don't
mss out on the one.

David Brown

another

lyric.

It's

a

superior studio job, with
neatly layered vocals,
tight brass, and keyboards and percussion in
all the right places It's
great on record ferias,
now let's see you do It
David Brown
live.

Shuffle', 'Tutti
Frutti' or 'Jailhouse
Rock'. Perhaps the
'Harlem

vocals were a bit off on
'You've Lost That Lovin'
Feeling' but you'd have to
move some to catch the
Righteous Bros anyway.
Johnny and Edgar have
already built sizeable
reputations individually.

This

together

album

like fun,., rather
than any kind of serious
musical statement and
can only do them good,
seems

My Time'
fWarneri K 56254).
All three recorded
before 'Streetlights',

Rosalind Russell

THE ISLEY BROTHERS:

Warners have seen fit to
re-release two of them
and make available the
'Bonnie Raitt' outing for
the fist time. Strident ROD STEWART:: rough and readK classic
advances between each
George and ,BIll Payne
album are immediately first album which Includes
from Little Feat, as well as
Less
noticeable and they range four live tracks
the legendary Van Dyke
is
the
spontaneous
from the heavily blues Parks, Bonnie shows how
based first showing to the ,second, 'Give It Up'
varied her repertoire can
a
move
crisp West Coast feel of which shows
the
blues
and
be from Motown to
from
away
It's
a
'Taking My Time'.
Browne and
lot to swallow at one time into country rock and at, Jackson
even includes a memo
a traditional
times
even
but it's a good pone"'
table calypso.
production
The
jazz
feel.
distinctive
history of the
David Hancock
of Bonnie s
American singer who and qualityimproved,
but
recently scored with her voice has
HILLMAN: Slip British debut' appear- ifs by the third album CHRIS
pin' Away' (Asylum K
Tak in' My Time' that she
ance. Junior Wells and
as
a real force.
53041).
emerges
the
help
get
AC Reed
With a spate of country sacred blues feel of the Working with Lowell

but unlikely to offend anyone.
So when they chant about 'My Somerset Crumpet
Hord it is up to the listener to interpret it however they
like. Also there is some country nostalgia showing a
love for the old ways and the changing scene in the
countryside.
They even launch into some 'Scrumpy and Western'
music with 'Call Of The West'. Purists might object to
groups such as this enjoying chart success but chances
are The Wurzers reply would be a big fat raspberry or a
load of muck dumped on your doorstep. So watch ill
David Brown

another, of those Bicentennial songs with a
mother - lover, brother buster, faith - in - one -

Recorded In
San Diego, the sound is
clear, the atmosphere is
lively and the production
admirable Mind you, you
can't go far wrong with

'Taking

country where they are in constant demand performing
at clubs and in cabaret Their music draws on down to
earth humour for much of its effect, being suggestive

or the slow tempo
'Precious Love' and 'My
Life', There's also

I

`
BILLY SWAN: alone
BONNIE RAITT 'Bonnie Reitt' (Warners K
56255); Give It Up'
(Warners K 46189);

THE WURZELS. 'The Combine Harvester' IOU
2138)
Exclusive preview
S.
Those champion dung throwers follow their massive
chart hit with a set of glass clinking singalong numbers
recorded at a country club near Bristol
While their West Country humour may seem at
home of a place such as this, their rural tomfoolery has
obviously got a lot of supporters up and down the

predominant lick and burning
vocals, or hand clapping
funk on'Who'd She Coo',

live album.

'Harvest For The
World' (EPIC EPC

81268).
The Isley Brothers have
pioneered many different
forms of black music.
Remember Lulu singing
'Shout' and the Beatles
rocking to 'Twist And
Shout'? It was the Isley's
who first wrote and
recorded both of those.
During the early Seventies they drifted away
from the music scene.
When they re - emerged
three years ago with'That

Lady' and 'Summer

Breeze', their style had
changed. Nowadays their
music is softer soul but
played kinkily as fin this

new

It's the

album,

OHIO PLAYERS: super so ul
arrangements which bring
out the funk In the
brothers. They are
superb. Everybody ' is
working for everybody
else both vocally and
ln'strumently. Tracks like
"You Still Feel The Need'
and 'People Of Today'
boogie along so well that
comparisons with Stevie
Wonder cannot help but
be noticed. But the title
track is pure Isley's and
the magical'At Your Best
You Are Love' could well
rank among the best soft
soul tracks ever record
ed.

Adam Cummings

FAIRPORT: 'Gottle
O'Geer'

(Island ILPS

389).

Members may come and
members may go, but
Fairport it seems will go
on forever.
This is

another intermediate

stage for the great British
institutiondging the
gap between yet another
set of personnel changes.
This set originally started

slightly

out of time,
Playing Fifties rock and
early Sixties' pop ranging

hollering harp,

guitar).
can't think
when I've heard a better

but

musically quite out of
character.
On the fast side, the ace
track is the B side of the
single, 'The Ball Trap'
Also included on the fast

Parsons', this set of
mainly self - penned
songs manages to retain

Night On The Town' (Rive

It's here, arrived after weeks of anxious waiting and
hunted re - muting. Is it worth it? Most certainly,
without reservation Like 'Atlantic Crossing' it's
divided into a fast side and a slow side and like most
albums, there is one mal Cracker of a number, in this
case, it's the single 'Tonight's The Night '
The arrangement, whole sentiment and feeling In the
song makes it stand out as a Stewart classic I assume
it's Britt breathing away in the background here and
there and adding a Jane Birkin touch near the end of
the track. Shame on the
Beeb for banning it
As to the other slow
tracks, 'Fool For You'
runs a close second in the
classic stakes A wistful
love song, true to form of
Rod's personal style of
singing to every girl as
though she's listening to
her stereo alone.
The surprise on the
album Is 'The Killing Of
Georgié . It's a sad story,

sensitively sung,

'Flrefall' to 'Gram
-

Wurzels latest harvest
(,

4
Ib/íKJ'

C

'¡y' k ` t
1/

c .t+/

-r

WURZELS: 'Scrumpy & Western'

material comes from

Dave Swarbrick with an
only too familiar sentiment expressed in the
boozy ballad 'Lay Me

Down

Easy'

to

an

effective scat treatment
on 'Limey's Lament'.
They are obviously having
a good time, and this is a
vast improvement on the
last' Fairport airing (they
have wisely dropped
'Convention from their
name), and hopefully the
new band will build on
this happy foundation.
David Brown

FRANKIE VALLI: 'Fallen Angel' (Private
' Stock PVLP 1005).
Frankie Valli fronts the
Four Seasons, but there is
little difference between
his solo hits and the
band's recordings. This is
in
a predictable album
the kindest possible way.
It's smooth, professional
There
and inoffensive.

-

-

--3'

life as a Dave Swarbdck
solo outing-but has grown
into a' band exercise.
Guest musicians are used,
Including Gallagher and
Lyle, who contribute one
song. There are a couple
of traditional reworklnos
by bassist Dave Pegg
'When First Into This
Country' and the tune
'The Frog Up The Pump'.
Most of the original

tit

are no

surprises, lust

a

continued middle -high
standard The title track,
being the single, tends to
overpower the Other
songs, but 'Welk Away
Rene came close to it I
didn't like his version of
'Our Day Will Corns'. I
fish he was pushing his
luck a bit with pop
audiences dishing up

such

old fashioned,

schmaltzy stuff. But one
duff song out of 10 can't
be bad Rosalind Russell
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Information here was correct at the time of going to Press.
However, It may be subject to change so we advise you to check
with venues concerned before travelling to a gig. Telephone
numbers are provided where possible.
The

Ij11..rI I..
June to

June

BEDFORD Night Spot, Lonnie Donegan
BIRMINGHAM, New Crests (021-743
7001), New Seekers

BIRMINGHAM,Town Hall (01-236 2392),
Streetwalkers
BOURNEMOUTH, Winter Gardens

(26446),Clancy
BRIGHTON, Dome (682127), Tangerine
Dream
CAMBERLEY, Lakeside Club (Deepeut
5939), Guys 'n' Dolls
CARDIFF. Capitol Theatre (31316). DrFeelgood

CLEETHORPES, Bunnies Club (67128),
Del Shannon
CLEETHORPES, Winter Gardens
(62925),Steve Gibbons Band

DUBLIN, Drake Inn (342338), Frankle
Leine
IPSWICH, Gaumonl (53641), Urlsh Deep
LEEDS, Town Hall (31301). lint
Chocolate/And Desmond
LONDON, Bumbles, snood Green, James
and Robby Purify

I

LONDON, Hammersmith Odeon, Queen
Caroline Street (01-718 4081), Genesis
PRESTON, Guildhall (21721), G Band
Snaps

Baileys (39848), Jimmy
James h The Vagabonds

WATFORD

YEOVIL, Johnson Hall (22884).
Supercharge/ Deaf School

12

AYLESBURY, Friars Vale Hall (88948),
Mott
BEDFORD, Night Spot, Lonnie Donegan
BIRMINGHAM, New Crests (021-743

I

7001), New Seekers
CAMBisERLEY, Lakeside Club, Guys 'n'

DUDLEY B'3(53597 ), Supercharge
DUNSTABLE, California, Ballroom
.1

7295) AC/ DC

-

FIIOME, Hexagon Salle Real Thing
GL ISGOW, Apollo (041-332 6055);
Diversions
GREENIIAM COMMONS, USAF Bose,
Jame. and Bobby Purify
IIARLOW, Town Park, Spurrlers Area,

Fairport I Mud
LEICESTER, University (50000),

G

'.i:\

Band! Snaps
LONDON, Alexandra Palace (01-444
7203). Crary Cavan 'n' the Rhythm
Rockers / Remember Thin I Rock
Island Line I Shakln' Stevens & The
Sunsets/ Thunderbirds/ Tlmenpan
LONDON, Hammersmith Odeon, Queen
Charlotte Street (01-748 4081), Genesis
MAIDENHEAD, Skindles (25115), Eric
Burdon
SA LTBURN, Phllamore Disco, Emperor
R osko
SHEFFIELD, City Hall (27074), Dr.

A

.#11.1

4

(look
STOKE, Baileys (23958) Sheer Elegance
SW ANSEA, Football Ground (42858)
The Who / Little Feat I Sensational
Alex Harvey Band I W Wm maker

RI

WEMBLEY, Empire Paol101.902 1234),
Urlah lleep

BATLE I, Variety Club (475228), Jimmy
It uf tin

1021-743

BIRMINGHAM, New Cresta
7001) New Seekers

BOURNEMOUTH. Civic Hall (22066),
Band

I

I

G

Snaps

BRACKNELL, Sports Centre (54203),
Dr. Feelgood
BRADFORD, The University (34135),
Albertos Y Los Trios Paranoias
BRIDLINGTON SPA, Royal Hall, llot
Chocolate/ Andy Desmond
BRIGHTON, Dome (682127), Streetwalhers

IITON, University of Sussex
(66155), Brhlget St John
BURTON-ONTRENT, '76 Club. Frankle
Millers Full Clouse
CAMBERLEY, Lakeside Club (Deepeut
5939), Guys 'o' Dolls
CLEFTIIORPES, Bunnies Club (67128),
Del Shannon
' NEST RUNTON,PaviBon(203), Mott
DURHAM St Bede's College, G Band
FINNINGLY, Rose and Acorn Club,
Emperor Raako
GLASGOW, City Hell (041-552 5961),
BR IG

A

/

James anti the Vagabonds

11

DC

LEIGH, Casino, James and Bobby Purify
LONDON, Hammersmith Odeon (01-749
4081), Genesis

NEWCASTLE, City Hall (20007),
Hook

Dr.

WATFORD, Baileys (39848), Jimmy
James and the Vagabonds
WOLVERHAMPTON, Civic Hall, Jasper

June

13

BIRMINGHAM, Odeon (021-643 6101),
Little Feat /Outlaws
BLACKPOOL, Tiffany's War
FALKIRK, Manlgm Club. Dlserslons
GUILDFORD, Civic Hall (67314),
Streetwalkers
Thing

LEICESTER,
Shannon -

All

J

a
.
l
still putting the boot in. Will Keith Moon turn up in evening dress end harnessed to
or will ha pour another bottle of vodka over another Australian reporter.
the big bass drum?. .
.

Find out at Swansea Football Ground this Saturday

June

with

Thing
LIVERPOOL, She Club (051-236 8309),
Jimmy James and the Vg.bonds
LONDON, Hammersmith Odeon (01-748

New Seekers

NORTHAMPTON, Paddock, Guys 'o'
Dolls
OXFORD. New Theatre, (44544), Dr.
Hook and the Medicine Show
SHEFFIELD, Fiesta (70101). Frankle
Lslne
SOUTHPORT, Floral Hall (40404),
Ad -DC
WATFORD, Baileys (39848) Dana
WOLVERHAMPTON,Clvlc Mall, G Band

/ Snaps

on the WHO, Hall & Oates, Tom Waits

whole lot more in

'

FILL

New Seekers

NEWCASTLE, City Hall (20007 ), War
STOKE, Baileys (23958), James and
Bobby Purity
WATFORD, Baileys (39048), Den

June

15

BRISTOL, Colston Hall (291768);
Electric 1Jght Orchestra

CAMBRIDGE,

Pembroke College,

G

Band

IPSWICH, Traceys (214911), James and
a

Standing room.
only for Janis
JANIS IAN / New Victoria, Lando
THE TURN' out for Janis Ian on
Sunday evening was quite aslauding
standing room tickets were issued
al the door. Her bard, and second
vocalist Clare Bey, have been with
Janis for two years The two work
well together, but Clare has such an
imposing presence and good voice It
would be easy to see her front a show

-

other own.

BEDFORD, Nile Spot, DelSba®on

punk

interview
with BOB MARLEY, complete coverage

4081). LItWe

MANCHESTER, Free Trade Hall (061834 0943), Dr. Feeig od
MANCHESTER, Richard Park Hall,

Tuve

action packed
latest

14

DUBLIN, Drake Inn (001 342338),
Friable Lalne
LEICESTER, Baileys (26462), Real

Shanghalllan Dury and the Kilburn'
MANCHESTER, Richard Park Hall,

sensation AC/DC, a rasta

a

!
I

-

journeying into the depths of

and

'.

THE WHO:

LONDON, Hammersmith Odeon. Queen
Caroline Street (01-748 4081), Genesis
LONDON, Roundhouse, Chalk Farm
Road `01.267 2564), Eric Burdon

more in this week's

unknown

ya

r

Beaumont Club, Del

We got what they got and a whole lot

the

a

i

LEICESTER, Baileys (26462), Real

Carroll

SOUNDS

r1

¡

WATFORD, Baileys (39848), Jimmy

June

/I

(62004), War
ED NDURGII, Leith Theatre (031.552

Bobby Purify

LEICESTER, Baileys (26462). Bed

Thing
LONDON, Hammersmith Odeon, Queen
Caroline Street (01-748 4081.), Bob
Marley and the ha ten
MANCHESTER, Richard Part Rail,
New Seekers

SHEFFIELD, Fiesta (70101), Frankle
Lathe

SHEFFIELD. The University (24076),
Doctors of Madness I Stree I Ire
Dory & The KBber.s I Pat Travers
Band / Fast Bach ! Plummet Dram I
Cafe Society / Smleks Band / Oros /
Roger! Natural Gas
SOUTHEND, Talk of the South, Sheer

Afghan Hounds (dogs)

WATFORD honeys (358848). Dana

Janis opened with 'When The
Party's Over', one of the best tracks
from the album 'Between The
Lines-' In fact. all her songs show

her to have a strong perception of
human (raptly, either her own or
other people's. She reminded me a
lot of Dory Previn- But unlike Mn
Previn, J anus la a tough cha roc ter
at least she appears thatway In song
and movement- and doesn't look as
U she's going to taint away with the
the pain d it all.
If the songs are autobiographical,
then she's weathered her storms
particularly well 1 was pleased she
performed so much material from
the 'Lines' album because every
song there ss a gem
She pub so much strength and
feeling into her music, I felt

-

ampliflcatim was unnecewsary. She
can project well and with ease on her
own,

'Jesse' is me at Janis's biggest

JANIS IAN, fine debut
triumphs In welting, Roberta

Flack's velaion has been the one to
get a lot of notice, and although she
performs It superbly well, Janis is
Use me who sings It with moat
feeling. The presentation of Use song
first saying how lonely she is and
then half blurting out the request to
'come home' was excellent
The encore, she look on her own.
'Stars' Ls an impressive sung, again
seemingly about herself, and
commanded complete uilence in the
audience, It was a highlight In a
perfornrrnce that was all highs and
a fine Giltash debut for an artist that
should floor us with a raallonwide
hoar the next time.
ROSALIND aUSSCLL

-

-
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Ronde,
Dr Hook's
tonic
and
1100K AND THE

Booki

11/4.

I

fun

What the
papers say

MEDICINE
nit
slant' / Civic Halt W ols erhamptonills GAGGLE of freaks made

I

.r,ming look easy. But the natural
.ay in which they fall all over the
plan` like a permanently blitzed
.quadron of refugees from the funny
;.; rm only serves to Mghllght how
mns,cally good they can be as well.
They range from a powerful rock
beginning up to the band's biggest
%merman hit for some time
'Only

y

I

the easily dls,ngu,shable Dennis Locarriere

,,,ate. In between Ray Sawyer
manages to raise a hundred and one

\.,t

i

.II=,

with a mike stand.
Then just as everyone and
reryth,ng seems to be cracking up
.,cam after 'From The Jungle To The
U.
1'eá Dennis pulls out more of his
DR HOOK: exceedingly profesmasterly desperate singing on 'Carry
sional
Ma Uarrle.'
The tensely dramatic opt= is the
should be their anthem
'The
rush of the night carrying hand
Freakers Ball' before Dennis lays In
and audience right over the top. It's
again with their latest single 'A Little
:m- Juxtaposing of seemingly high - Bit More.'
motion and throw -away laughs that
For all the untogetherness they try
takes Dr
Hook's a delightfully
and portray It's quite clear these guys
p.0 eel show
are exceedingly professional
the
Sylvia's Mother' has Dennis on
music testifies to that
Any way it ain't easy to behave like
-face alone. although he's joined by
'The Wonderful
fools and they do It well.
Rau for the next
capstone.' And then, the song that
DA V ID HANCOCK
I

FOR ALL Slade fans a
copy of The Slade Papers,
11.95, will ben must.
They will most likely
have some
no all of
the info contained within,
since it's a compilation of
their fan ?nags from July
1971 to March this year.
But this slim volume is
much easier to use and
keep than all those flimsy
fanzines.
Readers of their mag
will know that the band
get full coverage, Individually and collectively, all
the news, tour dates,
competitions etc.
This Ifook tidily and

oughs

-

'

-

-

AC/DC: -current champions

'

attractively brings all

that information together,
and has the words to 25

Slade songs and lots of
piss of the boys, some of
which are published here
for the first Ume.
The book is to celebrate

their

years together
and five years In the
charts, and is a way of
telling the fans that Slade
are crazee about them.
10

to Y of
the Beatles

A

,IT WAS Inevitable that
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AC/DC: punkiest band around

NOEL REDDING BAND

/ Marquee

Inadm
It's not often that history repeats
Itself, but there they were two

members of
Experience

Jlml Hendrix's
hack

together again on
e Marquee
stage
And what a
reunion night it turned out lobe.
The evening started out normally
enough, with the group looking
uncomfortably like Joel.anether rack

outfit

The changing point came with a. B.

'Four O'Clock In The
Morning,' allowing guitarist Erie Bell
to show isla skills.

King's

someone someday would
get round to writing a

SLADE: compilation

of fen magazines

reviewed by

Roger Dean's view

David Brown

'VIEW'S: By Roger Dean
(Dragon's Drum Books
C3.95 (Second Edition)

Crosby, Liverpool, L23
3DF),
The thin pamphlet lists
in alphabetical order all
the tracks released in
Britain by the group, with
the exception of EPs
taken from LPs.
3,

track from

Each

'Across The Universe' to
'You Never Glve Me Your
Money' (A to Y In fact).
Some tracks are illustrated with the bare facts,
while others are embellished with assessments

ranging from 'tab'
'terrible'.

to

There are also enlightening (acts on the
backgrounds of some
songs, For example the
author remarks on 'I Am
The Walrus' as being
inspired by a New York
police siren'
It's useful to have info

ALBUM SLEEVES have

improved drastically
from the days of the static
studio shot of the
singer/group on the front
and "great promise"

notes on the back.
With the advent of the
double fold elegve, fresh
designs were possible,
and things have now
reached the stage where a
cover is a real piece of
art, and an Important
factor in buying a record
can depend on what the
and Its
cover is like
appeal to the viewer in

-

representing what

Is

offered on Mediae
Among the most Imagi-

native and perhaps

popular of such artists Is
Roger Dean.
lie came to prominence
through his striking cover
work for Yes, with the
striking cover illustrations for 'Close To The
Edge', Yessonga' and
'Tales From Topographic
Oceans', But he Is also
responsible for the memo -

From there they launched into 'The
Move's old better 'I Can Hear The
Grass Grow', once again from an
important period, and with relevant
opening lines.
Next was one of the better efforts
from the band's poor first showing
'(7olakllty Cowboys' album a slow
and
track called 'Snowstorm',vocals.
featured David Clarke's gritty
T.
by
L.
de
force
tour
After a drum
Sampson he handed the kit over to
Mitchell
Mitch
Redding's old sidekick
for a loose Jam. The two old friends
named happy enough together again.
From that paint on -the house was
really reeking, and the evening, which
had opened so flat, ended on a high
meing nth 'Eight Nlghta A Week'
Noel a chance to realty attack
ulnae ban

cable sleeves for Os Ibiza's flying elephants,
Badger, Budgie, Paladin
and many more.
First published last
November, a bank of his
work, 'Views' lb pub-

lished by Dragon's

Dream books at (3,96, Is
now available again in a
welcome second edition.
Dean's world is full of a

wonderful imagery,
transporting
into a strange
though often
real enough

worthwhile especially

Radio

Girl',
Hopefully

BIRMINGHAM'S BRMB
Radio, (261 MW, 94.8
VHF), Is staging a special
'week _of programmes
featuring America from
June 27 to July 1. Their

colourful
life

of

American acts, winch will
be played every third
record. Also, a top US act
will be featured daily,
including Andy Williams,

LEADBELLY, Ritz, Lon-

Sinatra, Supremes, Diana
Ross, Simon and Garfunkel, BarbraStreisand and
Elvis Presley.
In addition will be the
Story of Motown, soul
music. American jazz
from New Orleans to the
Fortle's, country music
from Nashville, and other

leadbelly.

publication

specialist

for

specialists only,

Beatles

on

Though (3.95 might
bit pricey for a
collection of postern at
first thought, at closer
inspection it seems well

Leadbelly's

A

based

situations

seem a

like that at your
for It?

dimension,

and objects.
The hook includes some
intriguing aspects of his
design, such an furniture
and architecture, as well
as all the major sleeve
artwork, label logos and
stage settings.

definitive Beatles discography. John Neville
Leppert has done just that
with 'The BeaUes A To Z'
(available from the
author for II from PO Box

fingertips, but will people
be prepared In pay a quid

the viewer

since art books usually
cost a good deal more
and this one does contain

-

the prime

some of
examples

of

contempo-

rary pop art around.

music, especially 'Black

AC/DC/The Marquee, London
IF YOU thought that all Australia had loaner was Rolf Harris and Frank IOeld
you're In for a shock. True, Strine bands are rarer than a duck -billed Platypus
In this country, but perhaps AC/DC are the reason why. The title of their 'High
Voltage' a Zhu m is apt but not adequate for their stageshow.
The first point of Interest Is the supposed 16- year -old guitarist Angus Young
in his schoolboy gear. He literally spewed cut licks from his guitar, building up
some deadening riffs, stripped to the barest ef necessities musically, but
pack log the maximu m pu inch a nd worming their way into the brain.
firing
By the end of the set he was through with strutting around the stage
electric bullets at the crowd and was throwing himself In frenzied fits onto the
floor, kicking his way round and still playing.
lyrics
Screaming down the mike was Bon Scott often inaudible but sines the
drift
weren't exactly what you could call subtle, Rua-sill Imo hard to get the
dandruff
of
clouds
were
there
time,
a
fine
having
The head shakers were
the 'punklest band
flying everywhere, and this sweaty band have earned with
something even
around' title for the Dow being, until someone can come up
more evil.
DAVID BROWN

history

i]

SÁ

w"s

--

Noel repeats

it

It

-U

-

i ,steen' with

a1

atrbl'

DAVID BROWN

playlist will favour

Beach Boys,

US

Frank

flavoured music

programmes.

TWO NEW pop shows are

by London
and Granada
TV.
LWT present a series
called 'Superpop '76', a
series of 12 one-hour
specials filmed at the
Wimbledon Theatre.
-Granada introduce a

promised
Weekend

late night magazine
programme 'So It Goes'
from J UIy 3, the first show
fealunng The Chieftains
and Tom Waits.

the film
should bring to people's
attention the importance

figures, such
in the cantructim of contemporary
I'adbelly,

!'

music Ile brought us songs
such as 'Goodnight
Irene', 'The Midnight

Special' and 'In New

don: Showing now

OF THE American blues
figures, few, if any, would
make better film subjects
than Huddle Ledbetter

-

He lived a colourful,
violent life. By no stretch
of the imagination could it

be called -romantic,
Indeed the seedier side of
his Ilfe makes many of his
earlier blues so much
'more appreciable.

When making films,
there Is a natural
tendency to romanticise
events in order to turn It
Into acceptable enema
for the passes. So when
the opening strains of the
film music reveal strings
an uneeesvary addition
to the stirring field boiler
'Go Down '01 Hannah' (01
Hannah being the sun
they wanted to see set so
the day's work was over),
you begin to worry

-

But Gordon Parks' film

is an enjoyable excursion

into the world of the blues,
which Ls acceptable as
long you don't take it as

being totally accurate. It
is in bet a mlZWre of fact
and fiction. Surprisingly

.1

ROGERÉ. MOSLEY: as
Leadbelly
enough Leadbelly's life
was mere violent then
suggested by this film

The part of Lead bel ly Is
taken by a previously
unknown actor, Roger E.
Mosley, but his portrayal
In this film should soon
change his status. He Is of
strong physique, like the

man himself, though
probably a bit taller. and
just as attractive to the
ladies.
The music is just as
Important as the story
would have
and
It
been interesting to

some of the

use

original

material.
Fred Karlin's score
makes particular good

use of scene of the baste

themes of

leadbefy's

Orleans' ('House of the
Rising Sun'), and has
Influenced everyone from
Lennie Donegan' to Led
Zeppelin.
lf the film can just
establish Ms achievement
in the music Aeld, rather
than just his remarkable
story, it will have dune a
g Rat job.
HISTORICAL. NOTES:
Huddle Ledbetter was
born in IMP near Caddo
Lake. At 16 he played In
Fannin Street Shreve port's redlight district
Blind lemon Jefferson
taught him the Blues, He
spent a year In Harrison
County pall for assaulting

girl, escaped and used
the name of Walter Boyd.
Al 33 he was sentenehed
to 30 years an a murder
a

charge.

prom,

Paroled Fran

he

went

on

to

became a popular figure

among white audiences,
making u quick trip to

France which helped
start the European

Interest 'in blues. IrmL
rally, this fanner violent
figure often played to an
audience of children. He
died In 1419.

- DAVID BROW N
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- This week, Soul Mirror goes to the cinema, Broadway, and the import
shops to check out what's coming in from ole Bicentennial land

FIRST STOP the
movies, 'The Mack',

film is now on
release in Britain. It
stars Max Julien, a
man who considers
himself to humbly be
God's gift to the
American film maka L473

Atlantic creasing*. TTse
hurmur Is different and

funny as a word of month
like Richard Pryor
may be, his alone in atoll
beyond understanding.
There are two comedy
albums that rely heavily
n ame

BACK IN THE USA

on

ingindustry.

He plays the part of
c. oldie. who is 'a Mack'.

50351.

that is the highest pimp on
lotum pole.
In this cliche ridden
Mos. Goldie finishes a five
year Lail sentence and
decides to finish with
poverty as well. He goes
straight .
straight to

Walker is currently a
hot item on American

O

television. "Dyn-Omite"
is his catch phrase. But It
sounds like this audience
wasn't too sure what to
expect of. Walker out of
the range of the TV

'

!t

1{
y

came ra-

the streets and becomes a
superbad woman hustler
Surrounded by a white
Cadillac, full length furs
plus a bevy of broads,

Suburbia

f

of his material
consists of putting down
show ó1z, suburbia,
school and white folks.
'Dap Sugar Willie From
Most

Goldie's "success" story
Is neither heroic or tragic.
Just pathetically inadequate

'
Is

Defeat
in defeat.

Willie

Hutch breaks Into

an

'

uplempo s<srrg of optimism
called 'Brother's Gonna
Work It Out'.
Who Is he

poverty, commentary od
Al Green, and mean

have won an Oscar for
keeping a straight face
during the filming. 'The
Mack' asks us whether a
good pimp will be run out
of town before he's run out
of the bedroom. The
posters tell us Goldie's
17íe biggest and the
teal,' butthey don't tell us
what.

women. Somewhat funny,
but neither of these two
comes within a cough of
any of Richard Prynr's
albums.

Hysterical
However, the good news
is that Bill Gbshy's back

Glynn Turnman and
nee heart-throb I.aavrenoe Hilton -Jacobs star
as two high school

'.s, students in Chicago in

by the
1964
urgent sound of some of
Motown's finest hits, the
duo cut through school,
fights and girls to give us
an idea of what it was all
about in the Windy City.

Backed

Is Not Himself
These Days Rat Own, Ital
Own, Rat Own' (Capitol
ST 11610) in hysterical.
On this album Cosby
Cosby

THE MACK: now on release in Britain
It Again' Is once more a
The ending is destined
to be traumatic. A black star studded affair.
potential baskelbau star Cosby and Puller play
never sees graduation two working men who get
day. But on the whole, Caught up in a boxing
'(holey High' Is a good match that lays their lives
took at the way it was 12 on the line.
years ago.
Comedian Jimmie
'Uptown Saturday 'Dyn-o-mite' Walker has
Night' was a half baked a cameo appearance as
comedy that starred Bill the great black hope of
Cosby and Sidney Pot- the boxing ring There
tier. According to legend. are a few amusing
the film was so success- moments as the tension
ful, that before it even left builds, but unfortunately
Hollywood a sequel was they don't come often
rolling.
enough.
The new flion. 'Let's Do_

diffuses his humour
However, If you liked
the first film, you'll love
the second. And hearing
the Staple Singers doing
the theme song will be

worlh the price of
admistilon to many.

On.

Broadway
BROADWAY is a staggering 9,000 miles away.
But shows that do well

A DASH OF RHYME
Labelle getting It on la a recent
HERE'S SARAH
concert, Your Job V to caption the picture. Tk. can he done
in ore of three w ay's.
(I) Glee me a Gong title that relates to the w hole picture.
Ill Suggest a Tong Sarah could be singing
(T) TM me a lyric that she may be singing but be sure to
name du song It Is from.
Also, please tell me who slags the song title or lyric you
DASH of

fortnight's Um,
Send your captions to 'Sarah Says' ( Record Mirror I PO ? Write a caption
Boa Us / London 147 TAI, Entries must be la by Monday,
See rules Oeff)
Jaw 14.
-

The show is a tribute to
Harlem in It's golden
days, some 50 years ago.
Josephine Premice and

Harlem nightclubs at
their best. Watch for the

Vaudevillians recalling

Coloured
comedy

Avon Long play two
the old days.
The script is minimal,
but the music more than

compensates. 'Honey'
Ale

Rase'.

om
'Swimin'

'y',

shops

cast album In the

import

-The Iceman" Jerry
Butler recently gave
away 10,000 dollars

!

worth of food to needy
families In Chicago.

Butler was aided by an

American brewery

and several beverage

distributors
'Brothers',

a

.

.

.

film'

based on the romance

of George Jacket's and

Angela Davis is to star
Ron 'Superfb' O'Neal
Condolences to
the Tempt's Melvin
Franklin who lost his

,
for this picture and win

a

prize.

through

song. And he
sounds and sings exactly
like the people he's tatting
off: Barry White, The

Pointer Sisters, Stevie
Wonder and Irresistible
James Brown on

sister only hours
before his father's
funeral In Detroit.
12,000 dollars was
recently raised in an
all star basketball
playoff game between

the Jackson Five and
the Soul Train AU

Stars. The .lack son
Five foot. Martin

Gaye and Chuck

Jackson played for the

victorious side.
Richard Pryor, who
won the 1975 Grammy
Award for best comedy album ('Is It
Something I Said'), is
going to be on the big
screen in four different
ways. He's playing
baseball in a feature

film called 'Bingo

Long And The Trav-

elling Ail Stars';

makes a cameo ap-

pearance in 'Car
Wash', with Gene

Wilder In Nu new film

'Sliver Streak'; and

'I

Love

Myself Better Than I
Love Myself'. In 'Yes Yes
Yea' we get the definitive
Harry White track.
I hope Capitol sees fit to
release it heré stain, tf
not, Cosby fans who shell
out for import copies will
find it worth their funds.
One of the year's best and
funniest.

Yak

M. -

sabmil

Competitors all not limited by any charts. The gongs may
but remember-this Is a family paper:
corm from awe
FIRST PRIZE: FOUR LABELLE ALBUMS (what else)
'Pressure Cookie' (RCA), 'Vest La Vie', featuring their early
classics of 9 Sold My Heart To The Junkman and 'Danny
Bte (DJM) plus 'Nightbbdi featuring 'Lady Marmalade'
and 'Phoenix' (Epie),
SECOND PRIZE: Nightblyds', 'Phoenix' and 'Pressure
Cookie' albums,
THIRD PRIZE: 'Nightbirda' end 'Phoenix'.
Plus a soul track from Detea, Fantasy and Arleta to the nest
10 runners up, The winning captions will be printed in a

BILL COSBY: films and album
or Into movies. The latest 'It Don't Mean A Thing'
name to remember is are Just some of the
'Bubbling Brown Sugar'. numbers that recall

there are fre uentl
Swing (X)MEDY ALBUMS don't
At The Savo
pounced around the world __ Low sweet Chariot.
l]n
and_ always
y do well on their

TrTaait&
1

'Bill

on Capitol Records.

Perhaps the missing

Urgent

This rather

clever idea merely means
that the comedian is
performing his rap to a
disco background band.

Dap Sugar Willie's
mati'rial covers ghetto

kidding'

Richard Pryor should

word is embarrassment.
Next up on the big
screen is '(holey High'.
This Is a black version of
'American Graffiti' without all the consideration
for detail that made the
original so great. However, as B movies go, It's
eneayable.

Philly North' (Live1'
(Philadelphia Inter-

national X698) is adver
tised as X rated disco

comedy.

When our hero ends his

story

black / white

situations, and off colour
material. The first is
J immie Walker's 'Dynomlte' (Buddah HAS

-4114.
J

,

MARVIN GAYE: win
net
has a starring role in
an all Black version of
Cyrano de Bergerac',

Quincy Jones named

hie second daughter by

Peggy Lipton 'Rash
Ida' after Jon Ludea'a
album , . . Loewy
-

Williams, once of
Tower Of Power, in the
proud papa of a girl.
La Donna Pent
Eddie

Headricka

Joined the Termes on
stage in Loa Angeles .
Freda Payer sear
wtwkin onstage with
the Earl Dyke Raab , .

12 1976
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The Stereo CO,,,,). Lending
Library (Room 61. Sherwood

0g

Moue, Slmmonde Rend,
Canterbury, Kam

double album .7.4.64

Ea.Ts

1962.1966

double album .fb 35
1967(970
double album . CS 3S
Whin, Album
double *Ilium . (05
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Record firms
should pull up

r

their sleeves
Star letter wins f2.

-.f
I

50.

DEAR MAILMAN
I think it's about time record companies began to put decent
sleeves on their cassettes. Take for example lOcc's 'Original
Soundtrack' LPL with the record one had a double sleeve and an
extra sheet with the lyrics on, yet with the tape there was no special
sleeve and no lyrics. And tapes cost more than equivalent LPs.
Perhaps record companies will son realise
that if they don't improve
the quality of cassettes
then the number of people
who record LPs onto
blank tapes will Increase
more and more.

and that there Is not one in
my area.
A. A. Doyle
Wallasey,
Oseshire.

+ Perhaps they'll try
Pick 'N' Mix record racks
next?

Martin Hatter,

Yours amazed,
Pastel Shades.
Take those shades off
and start looking then.

Ashton Gate,

Bristol.

Troc 'n'
Roll

£2.50 is our contribu-

tion to your next
purchase.

-

'jumpers
DEAR MAR.MAN,
With reference to your
two page article 'That's

The

Sweet

DEAR MAILMAN,
have lust bought
I
Showaddywaddy's new
album, 'Trocadero' and I
think it's great, -better
than their first LP.
Ian Shaw,
Ulverston,
Cumbria.

Woolly

Keep

Wonder

on

mate.

Of
Woolworths (May 22) I
would just like to say that

It was an excellent piece
of work
Things must, be bad
when you cannot ask at

the country's largest
stores to have a record
ordered. I think it's a,
shame Virgin Records
only have 22 branches

Trocing.

surrender
DEAR MAILMAN,

Why should Sweet
to Britain?
They've had four consecutive LP flops and
their last single only got

return
to 35.

C.

Blackmore.

Ex -Sweet tan,

Offwell,
Devon.
Perhaps for them the
Kruse Is greener on the
other side.
+

Offer we
can refuse
DEAR MAILMAN,
So we

`r

Liverpool, Boater. I fall to,
see what these young lads
have to offer that any of
the aforementioned didn't
have to otter.

have had Gang to

replace the Bay City
Rollers, then Flintlock
and now all the way from

Special
Slade
DEAR MAILMAN,
In recent years there

BRYAN FERRY: with end without 'rash /Inset/
have been TV specials by
the BBC and ITV on
groups such as The
Osmonds, David Essex,
Gary Glitter and many
others. I think one should
be made about Slade, who
must rate as one of the
most successful groups of
the Seventies,

David Kemp,

F

West Hampstead,

London.

I

How about a guest
spot oh The Magic
Roundabout for starters?

1

I

Send your questions to: Feedback, Record Mirror, Spotlight House,
Ben well Road, London N? 7AX
did the 'Anthology' album- plans for the future are?
S Serpant
rs
make the charts?
Staines,
'Touch Me In The
I AM a great fan of

plans

Barbra

Barbra S(elsand but find Morning' reached Numit increasingly difficult to ber Nine but 'Anthology'
find out when her latest didn't make the Top 50.
albumin being released. in
BritainSeason
M. McKenzie

In

COULD YOU please tell
me the address of the
Frank le Valli 8 The Four
Seasons fan club.
Jane Mullett
album yet. Her last
Wolverhampton
album was called 'lazy They have
no fan club
Afternoon', was on CBS.
and was released earlier In this country.
this year.
BFPO Ships,
London
That's because there
are no plans for a new

Ross touch

Insane fañ

I
HAVE been trying
WHAT NUMBER did (unsuccessfully) for six
'Touch Me In The months to buy 'Am I
Morning' by Diana Ross Going Insane' by Black

make in the charts. Also,

Sabbath., Could you
please tell me the
catalogue number? ,
Shelley Bennett

Dartford,

a

The

song

Kent

is

on

the

album 'We Sold Our Soul
For Rock And Roll%

catalogue number
4411315.

It

is on

Polydor

Records.

Seeker lost

_
DIANA ROSS

COULD YOU please tell
me what has happened to
Peter Doyle and what his

Middx.

Since Peter left the New
Seekers he hasn't signed
a new recording contract,

and didn't renew his
contract with Polydor.

Telly babyCOULD YOU please tell
me If the album 'Who
Loves Ya Baby' by Telly
Savalas Is available in
this country?
S. Lewis
Wadesmllt
Yes. I1 was released on
March 1, 1974, catalogue
number MCF 2745, on
MCA Records.

Flt's friends
CAN YOU please give me
some Information on

Bridge
that gap
DEAR MAILMAN,

I am surprised at the
gap In time since.the last

Sparks single

'Looks,

Looks, Looks,'- They
could release either

'Reinforcements' or 'Talent Is An Asset' to bridge
the gap.

Gerald,
Whitley Bay,
Tyne and Wear.
They could release a
blank record featuring

Neat album

was

Elton'º

Ñeapol itan

America knows what

posters of all

Show-

I am disgusted In the
choice of music some
people In Britain have. It
Is obvious to me that

records to promote so I

I'll emigrate If only
with people who
know music.
Hanna's Knight,
Caversham,
Reading.
Bon Voyage.
guess
to be

I am sickened by people
who go out and buy LPs of

Same

of

J
.

Saltcoats,
Scotland.
them are

better carried than

I spy_

tell him that

Steeleye

Sabbath,

Klass,

Cockney

Rebel. Deep Purple, Led
Zep, Thin LLzzy, The Who,

Status Quo, and any
othersyou can think of
K. Kent,
Newport.
Gwent.
I don't think they'd
futon two pages.

DEAR MAILMAN,
How dare Eve Dropper
insult Eric Stewart of Klee

DEAR MAILMAN.

by saying he bulges and
has creases In his jeans

I would like to see more

features on Steeleye
Span, because I think
they are brilliant

Mick.
Birmingham.
They agree.

DEAR MAILMAN.
Every week you drtnt
the
teenybopper groups, so
please let us see Alex
Harvey, Bowie, Floyd,
Genesis, Urlah Heep,
Yes, Rick Wakeman.

Dropper
Clanger

played.

viewer but, now finds
better musle on New
Faces. I have just been to

minutes you know,
Paul CTerryman,
MIu Hlll,
London.
Some weeks there is
better music on The News
At This.

Jlu,

London N W 1,
They are not that old

Poster

DEAR MAILMAN.

lot of work

they're great.

Osmond fan.
No address given.
Why should I. They
never write about little 'd
me.

the Osmonds?

Pat Lynn

a

-

it anyway because

DEAR MAILMAN,

for show.

In a recent Issue of
Record Mirror someone
said he used to be a
regular Top of the Pops

Who's the greatest rock
band in 170,000,000 year.?
The answer Is Mott( They
said they'd never make It
without Mick Ralph, and
Ian Hunter
chicken
droppings.. They'll make

DEAR MAILMAN,
How about an article on

some way out groups Just

choice

Drop of
Mott

are they

Atlantic
Why don't
you write me? crossing

DEAR MAILMAN,

goes Into the programme.
It doesn't Just take 40

'Friends'

Carol and Wendy,
Canterbury, Kent.
Doesn't it tlekle your fancy then?
DEAR MAILMAN,
Re that so called exclusive Bryan Ferry interview.
Next time do us all a favour,.be fair to him, and maybe
he'll give you a fair honest answer back,
Female Roxy'fan,
West Yorkshire.
Who says there'll be a next time?

People's

I have Is 'Friends'. Could
you tell me the catalogue
numbers of any earlier

K. Davies
Essex

Please, please, could you tell Bryan Ferry to shave
his moustache off as It destroys his sex - appeal,

stoppers

the 'TOTP studios to see
the programme and can

ones?

DEAR M A ILM AN,

the gap.

Elton John's earliest

albums. The earliest me

Clean shaven Ferry

SPARKS: gap

Can't she judge talent
when she sees it?
Upset 10cc fan,
Essex.
Perhaps she dropper
Clanger . , ,

vaw Mr DR
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GEORGE. 22, seeks
girlfriend any area.

AMERICAN CASSIDY

-

Personal

IN

ADVENTUROUS

-

FANS wanted.
I. R. C.
Music Fans Pentriend's
Club, 10 Charlton Road,
Tetbury, Glos,
MUD FANS WANTED.
Sae Music Fans
Penfrlend Club, 10 Chart
tomRoad, Tetbury, Glos.

Phone 033 335 379.
GOODISH
LOOKING
guy, solvent and matur
Ish, loves music and the

TFRNATION AL friends

anted, Send B.P.O. tl
,ti 29) f) to: M.LF.C.,

-

SCRAPBOOKS ELVIS,
Beatles, Oemends many
others Sae,
Miss
Bucknole, 44 Maidstone
Road, Lowestoft, Suffolk.
ELVIS BOOKS for sale,
mostly rare S a. c. lists:

-

arts generally, would like
to meet young 15/11
Fellows, 10 Maitland
attractive girl for close
Road; Russells Hall Est.,
/ relationship
Dudley, West Midlands.
LONELY GUY, 32, friendship
and to accompany me to
considerate, seek sincere
ROCKSTARS BLACK 'N'
forthcoming Henry Wood
girl for friendship. Promenade
For
Sale
WHITE ENLARGEconcerts and
Lanes Cheshire area.
MENTS
trom Man.
concerts,
'pop'
etc.
It
Rx No 714R.
Set of 5
cheater
does
not
matter
OLDIES
1f you are
FROM lop.
PEN FRIENDS. FOR- out
of a job as looks and
S.A. E. list: 37 St. different 10In x 81n glossy
EIGN and British, sae for personality
13.00 Incl.
prints,
only
Margarets
are
what
Avenue,
Hor- P&P. Bay City Rollers,
Hi nley
free details
sforth, Leeds.
Only genuine
Friendship Bureau. PO matter.
Mud, Sailor, Who,
replies with photograph
EN- TOP - T III R TY Bolan,
Box 108, Stoke on Trent,
answered.
records (1955-'78). From Bowie '73, Glitter '74,
Please
ST2 9PX
Slade '72, Wings, Essex,
a rite B. Craig, 8 Hale
10p.
Thousands
of
titles,
MAKE
genIONELY?
Acton, London
hundreds of stars. Sae for Beach Boys, B. Ferry.
uine new friends now, all Gardens,
S. a. e. please for IllusW3,
free lists.
82. Vandyke
ages. Free detail..
Sue SHY
Wuted catalogue / lists.
LONER
Street,
guy,
Liverpool, LB ORT
17,
Carr. 4 Station Bridge, seeks girlfriend,
PASTBLASTERSI Al. Cheque / PO to:
Sussex
iarrogate.
Rockatars, 11 Wcsadaide
area,
15.19.
ways
Photo
1,000s
for
rock,
soul,
appreJANE SCOTT fo' genuine ciated.
Crescent, Batley, W.
pop, Tamla! Sae.
Please reply
24,
friends. introduction .op Box
WF177DZ.
Na 731R.
Southwalk, Middleton, Yorks.
posIte sex, with sincerity
TEE SHIRTS, ties,
Sussex.
ROLLER FANS write to
and thoughtfulness.
bags, printed to
hessian
CHARTBLASTERS! your design.
Details free. stamps to: Pat, 118 Queensgate,
Catalogue.
Thousands of golden
A. R. L. Designs,
Jane Scott, 3 RM, North Bridlington, Humber.
SAE
to:
oldies available, '85-'76.
Street. Quadrant, Bright- side.
41 Benton Road Ilford,
A
must
of
collectors,
a
GIRL
PEN pal, 17.25.
on. Sussex, BNl 3GJ.
for DJs. Sae Essex
DATING,/ PEN - Defek King, 48 Maclean "godsend"
AND BOWIE
Dlskery. 80/87, West- STONES
Road, Honor Oak Park,
FRIENDS. MARRIAGE,
AT WEMBLEY SUPERB
ern
Road,
Hove,
BrightLondon SE23 1PD.
PHOTO'S.
Also
thousands of members,
COLOUR
on. Callers welcome.
England / abroad.
Gary Glitter's farewell
STEW ART, 21, seeks PAUL. MONDAY "Here
Delalls, sae: W. F. E.,
sincere, fun - loving Comes the Sun" 15, concert. Essex, Mud,
74a .Amhurst Plark. N16.
Elton, Roxy,
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pals send stamped adPOSTERS. LIMtrue, amazing fortune told
Pink Floyd, 10cc., BOWIE
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ITED EDITION OF A
for only ti. 1107 If so. write
Sabbath, Cockney
WEMBLEY
LONELY Friendship Quo,
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CLOSE UP. 1.1 only fora
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money back guarantee.
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Special Notice

DON'T MISS OUT

EYE. KATHY, Marty,
Paul, Danny: We love you
New

Seekers

-

Crosby, Belfast
NEW SEEKERS,

Disco Mirror is now available on
annual subscription only.
For your regular copies of the
disc jockey monthly complete
the coupon and mail NOW

John

con
gratulations on an excellent first concert
John Crosby, Belfast
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Who's your Taylor
WELL. TIMES are tough
for everybody, what ulth
the pound going up and
down and allthis hot

I

,

y 3s£i

weather, but really
there

s

no reason to react

4et

like that Elizabeth Tay-

t

for

The one time actress
and professional mar-

Good guy of the week

?

I

riageguidanceconsultant
decided to take her
daughter to see the Who

\

rock combo when they
had their little thrash at

r

Charlton,

Of course, she missed
the show because her limo
was caught in traffic, as
usual- Mind you, that
nice Mr, George Davis
(who leant his name to so
many railway stations)
was there, and free
OK.
But anyway, the point
1s that the next day Liz
phoned up the Who's

Roger Deftry chatting to that other well known
celebrity, George Davis
holidaying in Sardinia.
when they asked for

which unfortunately
doesn't rival Keith

-

Moon's holiday Island of
/fora Bora. Sorry Bryan
no style.

-

publicity officer and
asked

Ticket for
a Kiss

for a free copy of
the combo's latest long
playing record The Who
y Numbers'. Now we
know money's a bit tight.
Liz, but I doubt If it's as
tight as those diamonds

on

AND CONTINUING the
story of Kiss and Elton
John .
. Kiss
would
like it to be known that

your finger

!o

BUT NOT

no tight as we
thought fa that Bryan
Ferry moustache. Vas,
dears, it's off.

All

.fc'

at
Douglas Fairbanks has
come to an end and

sighs of relief from
people who ate dose to
him. but of eotvw I can't
tell you whom.
What I can tell you is
a hew

Give us é Ticket and I'll
give you a kiss
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And would you believe
Silk's Intern single Is titled
'Requiem'.
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were given. The hall
managers had been odd
not to divulge that
information to the pass.

race. The man who's high
in the charts with his
single 'My, Resistance Is
Low' was raising money
for the National Deaf

Elton: prefers his drink

MLO-tLAMC'1t/rMNP'

pass

when jt was decided to
phone the cancelled gigs
and find out how many
tickets had been sold,
surprisingly no figures

Brands Hatch motor
racing circuit this Sunday
taking part In a charity
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Convenient.
This business being the
bitchy, bark -biting bale
number it is, rumours
started flying about Rea

and into the good guy -of

et AO/ntRW Nr/R II nERr.errLR
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AND SPARKS,
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shattered windscreen.
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IfKay

(lope you like that piece
of malicious gossip, 1 do.

distasteful tittle-tattle

W ITM
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MMY, RE'D

.6AN/l.5 rLAVMtROi A55OC4nOy
MY DINS A -L1116 - IMC AVON EAR,"
RARE

Mina

Britt

Ekbsnd's social standing.

BUT AWAY from all that

1GARV6Urr[RLIASDIPPED IN LEMON
JOICE. MILD IN OATTL'R, TR[M 1M1041N

L I/AMI

OM,

EL, al

had been said about

an Invltatiam but then who
likes rowdier.: Anyway I
heard that Ina moment of

(M&1KM0 AND HARPO

RON AND

""t

TidEILVE
FLOP
:Npem,r'S

nr
whiter'. Ye,, the teapots
ware full of wine.

corner a Fleet Street
journalist was throwing a
dainty left hand at Rod's
PR. Evidently something

The Stone Age, The Iron Age; and now
INSE]NE
'IF'TLANtp
JOKE'S
Loneliness is...
Ir
up

four

.ieDduAord dlrwr

moment.

A party held for Itod
Stewart', manager, Billy
Gaff, ended in uproar.
Unfortunately I didn't get

The propaganda begins: "Five youths were
shot today by agents of
the Special Branch while
trying to escape from
detention camp In the
Balls Pond area. Armoured cars took them to
hospital but four boys
were dead on arrival. The
filth, a girl, handed the
police a piece of paper

demanded 'Red

AND FINALLY, son
thing to make you
wonder. As all you
darling pop fans wRl
know the gracious Silk
have had lo canal the
provincial part of their
firét headlining British
tour because the goodlooking Midge Ure went
and put his arm through a
car windscreen.
Luckily a photographer
was there to let us see
both his arm and the fa

Well, then Elton's

manager John Reid hit
Mr. Rockland and then
well, in the other

NOW THEN, what about
all this squabbling that's
been going oft at the

week.

olí~

tars or specs,

M54NTGARa1GE CMWM RAS RUNMI55,NG
NV HALA-PAGE RE CANTLY AND SO. ESPECIALLY
GIVE AWAY) I KLAN AU or 1,01)
GrobERS.MtAEGo es ales TRIS

TS
aura (DO.

new combo Is

paper advertising a new
group of musicians that
landed on my desk this

triangular Cucumber

one ouL

land, welcomed Mr. Gaff
with a bucket of Ice cubes,
but unfortunately some
hit Elton John.

advised ,the

Gloria MundL You are
left to make your own
mind up on just how sick
they ore.
,

BUT IF you think that's
in bad taste, you should
have seen the piece of

sandwiches, strawberries
and cream and fancy
rakes, but oh when they
brought the tea they

promote his single (although, of course, I'm
ape it's all a coincidence). But. In the
meantime -the cleanshaven young man Is

name of this

Bad taste
award

unpretentious places
above a chain store.
There was delicate

that old Bryan Ferry Is
back and Jon In time to

kMSAoA-

Marquee. It Is not on
record whether or not
they paid the entrance fee
to one of London's hottest

pooped into one of those

dr

We are

press'. Evidently It was
their record company's
Idea of a good wheeze,
which was OK. But when
I demanded some real ten
they hadn't got any.
After a tongue lashing
they found some, but
honestly fancy putting
wine In a teapot I They get
my Nick Noff Award for
the week.

N ELL DEAR, there I was
shopping in jolly Osford
Street when I felt like a
cup of Earl Grey. So

I

di.' "

called 'Liverpool Ex-

niterys.

evidently there werequite

v

war

IN

that playing

before she died. It said:
'Sic transit- gloria inure

And over In one corner
a noisy beat combo

tickets to see the recent
Elton John show In Earls
Court they had a reply
from the Elton Jahn office'
saying they had managed
to get them Uckets. -Brit
they were at the box office
and Kiss would have to
pay for them when they
picked them up.
Kiss, still playing at Liz
Taylor, felt rather outraged, or so we are told,
and so went to see Back
Street Crawler at the

Robin's resistance Is low -not to mention his oil
pressure
Yes, well we'll
euphoria Rod's tour
manager, Peter Buok leave it to you to sort that
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